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ABSTRACT 

The goal to satisfy the energy demand, global warming and other environmental effects has 

prompted the urgency to shift energy generation systems to more affordable and sustainable 

methods, with the goal of phasing out the traditional-conventional systems to environmental 

friendly and sustainable generation systems. This campaign also calls for a more energy 

conscious society aware of its energy demand and promoting energy efficiency so as to 

minimize the demand through reduced wastages. For the later to be achieved energy systems 

should be understood in organization and this involves performing energy audits. 

This paper discusses the energy audit of Nchanga mine, Nchanga mine is located in Chingola 

town in the Copperbelt province of Zambia, and has operations involving underground mining, 

copper leaching, open pit mining and concentrate extraction. The Objective of the study was to 

perform a preliminary Audit; to understand the energy scenario and identify areas were savings 

could be realized. The problem however was that constraints on time could not allow a detailed 

analysis hence the scope was strictly on a preliminary audit study with minimal details on 

economics of measures and no analysis of investment cost. The method used for this analysis 

was the top down approach and the processes were divided into support and production 

processes to establish the energy balance.  

Nchanga mine has an annual energy use of about 656 GWh with an average maximum demand 

of about 88.6 MW. The total cost was about US. $ 34 million with maximum demand (MD) 

covering about $ 22 million and the rest was energy costs. This was obtained from analysis of 

energy bills from April 2011 to March 2012. The energy measures analyzed were according to 

the cost; cost influenced and non-cost influenced. The non-cost influenced measures gave a 

saving potential of about 15.6 MW ($ 3.9 million) on MD and 46 GWh ($ 818,800) on energy, 

giving a total electricity cost saving of about $ 4.7 million. The cost influenced measures gave a 

saving potential of about 12.7 MW ($ 3.1 million) on MD and 12 GWh ($ 213,600) on energy, 

giving a total electricity cost saving of about $ 3.4 million. These measures have a potential to 

reduce the overall MD by 28 MW (32% reduction), realizing an annual saving of about $ 7 

million, and the overall energy use by about 58 GWh (8.8% reduction), which is an annual 

saving of about $ 1 million. This gives the total saving on the electricity bill of about $ 8 

million that is about 24% reduction on the electricity bill with regards to last year’s expenditure.     
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CHAPTER ONE 

Background To The Study 

Socio-economic development makes energy an indispensable resource. However with the world 

industrial/economic development and population increase the energy demand by far exceeds 

supply. This energy crisis is non-progressive for developing countries. For example, being a 

third world country, Zambia’s economy depends largely on products coming from other 

countries. This dependence is as a result of many factors with the major one being the energy 

sector in which demand overwhelmingly exceeds supply; this in turn is chocking upcoming 

manufacturing industries as well as other established industries through high energy rates by the 

Power Company and this results in high manufacturing/production costs. 

Over the past decades, activities undertaken to meet this demand has resulted into tremendous 

environmental problems. Measures to reduce these effects have called for green energy 

generation methods and inasmuch as there is a need to increase generation, it has proven 

positive to also manage and reduce the energy end use so as to minimize energy wastes and the 

demand. This study specifically addresses the preliminary energy audit of KCM, Nchanga 

mine. It covers the utilization and management part of industrial energy use at Nchanga Mine. 

The findings of this study however can be used as a collective picture of the energy situation in 

companies with a similar business area in Zambia. To establish a foundation of understanding 

to this study, it’s imperative to look at a brief overview of Zambia’s electricity system, as it is 

the primary source of energy for industries and also an overview of KCM, Nchanga. 

1.1 Overview of Zambia’s Electricity System 
Zambia’s Electricity market is monopolized by the state owned company, Zambia Electricity 

Supply Corporation (ZESCO Ltd). The company runs the national grid with operations from 

generation, transmission and distribution, with only one major private generation company 

(Lunsemfwa hydro power company), which sells power to ZESCO to increase capacity of the 

grid. The generating capacity is entirely hydropower with the potential capacity of 6000 MW, 

however as of 2010 the installed capacity was 1889 MW and now the countries forecast 

demand is about 1801 MW, which is almost the installed capacity. [1] Refer to appendix 1 for 

more details. 
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As expected of developing countries, Zambia shows a strong growth with MD and energy 

growth averaging at 4.5 and 3.9 percent per annum respectively [1]. The load forecast and 

energy demand from 2010 to 2030 is shown in Figure 1 and this shows a need for urgency to 

increase on generation as current economic trends shows an increase in mining investment, and 

also other new industrial establishments are slowly making this forecast realized. Hence, the 

countries generating capacity if not increased will soon be outrun and its dependence on 

hydropower puts the country at risk in the event of droughts, hence other sources of generation 

are also needed. 

Source: Power sector reform and regulation in Africa. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Load forecast for Zambia from 2010 to 2030. This shows a projection in an increase in energy 
and maximum demand. 

Zambia’s mining electricity supply at the Copperbelt becomes complex in that a private 

company Copperbelt Energy Corporation (CEC) supplies power to the mines at the Copperbelt 

(the largest load center). CEC buys power from ZESCO and supplies the mines via its own 

transmission lines. This and other factors like maintenance cost of grid equipment, and high 

demands make the electric tariffs high.  

1.2 Company Overview 
(KCM) is Zambia’s biggest mining conglomerate with operations in two provinces Lusaka and 

the Copperbelt province (one of the highest-grade copper seams in the world). It’s currently 

running plants in three towns of the Copperbelt province namely Chililabombwe (Konkola 
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Mine), Chingola (Nchanga Mine) and Kitwe (Nkana Mine). It has a workforce of over 22 000 

people with 9500 people directly employed by the company and indirectly contracts about 12 

000 people. KCM is primarily engaged in the exploration for, mining, production and sale of 

copper and copper by-products. KCM is a subsidiary of the Vedanta Resources Plc. Vedanta 

Resources is a London listed FTSE 100 diversified metals and mining group with revenues in 

excess of US. $ 6.5 billion. Its principal operations are located throughout India, with further 

operations in Zambia, South Africa, Namibia, Ireland and Australia. The company core values 

are trustworthiness, respect and care for people, entrepreneurship concern and innovation, 

environmental sustainability and passion to excel. Figure 2 shows the locations of the 

company’s four various integrated business units (IBU) and their operations. 

Source: www.kcm.co.zm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This paper discusses the energy management study of Nchanga integrated business unit 

(Nchanga Mine). Nchanga mine is located in Chingola town, runs open pit and underground 

mining operations, and has a copper smelting plant which though geographically being part of 

Nchanga mine its operations are considered independent of Nchanga, refer to Figure 2. 

Excluding the smelter, Nchanga mine has five big departments with four considered as 

production departments; Tailings Leach Plant Department (TLP) consisting of leaching plant, 
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Konkola Copper Mines Plc – Company Profile 
 
Konkola Copper Mines Plc ("KCM") is a leading integrated copper producer in Zambia. KCM is primarily engaged in 
the exploration for, mining, production and sale of copper and copper by-products. KCM is a subsidiary of Vedanta 
Resources Plc (“Vedanta”); a London listed diversified FTSE 100 metals and mining group with operations in India, 
Australia, South Africa, Namibia, Zambia & Ireland. 
 
KCM aims to be an over 400,000t pa finished copper producer (2010: 173,000t). Its mining operations are located 
in the Copperbelt Province of Zambia. KCM’s fully integrated copper operations include a number of open pit 
mines, a large underground mine, leaching plant, a state of the art new flash smelter, a modernized refinery  and a 
sulphuric acid plant. Being one of the largest players situated on one of the highest-grade copper seams of the 
world, is one of our most significant competitive advantages’.  
  

 
 
The mines in the Copperbelt were initially owned by Anglo American Corporation and Roan Selection Trust. 
However, in the early 1970s the mines were nationalised.  During the subsequent 20 year period, the 
government’s ownership of the mines was restructured several times.  

In 1991, Zambia became a multi-party state and the government embarked on an exercise to privatize parastatal 
companies, including the mining industry. By March 2000, the privatization programme of the largest mining assets 
was completed. Anglo American reacquired a 51 per cent stake in Konkola Copper Mines which comprised mining 
operations in Chingola and Konkola, and smelting/refining operations at Nkana. However, in September, 2002 
Anglo American withdrew as shareholders of KCM, leaving a restructured company whose main shareholders were 
again government entities, ZCCM-IH and ZCI. 

In November 2004, Vedanta, a London-listed FTSE 100 resources company became the major shareholder in KCM 
with a 51 per cent share in the company. In 2008, Vedanta Resources increased its holding in the company to 79.4 
per cent. Since, its original acquisition, Vedanta has invested over $1.8bn to upgrade equipment, build new 
facilities and expand capacity. The investments have increased reserves & resources and increased the life of the 
mines. 

Figure 2: The location of Konkola copper mines integrated business units. The blue squares show the 
KCM operations in Zambia. 
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solvent extraction plant, lime plant, acid plant and tailings disposal plants (dams), Nchanga 

Open Pit Department (NOP) covers all operations of open pit mining which exploits near 

surface ore bodies and is about 4 km2, Nchanga Underground Department (NUG) is made up of 

two operations referred to as the upper ore body and the lower ore body, the mine is about 1.2 

km deep and 3 km2 wide. Lastly of production plants is the Concentrator Department that 

produces copper concentrate from the mined ore. The engineering services department is the 

fifth and is considered as the support department. These departments are broken down into 

various sections depending on functionality and service. 

Nchanga mine last year produced about 168 340 tons of copper concentrate and 42 800 tons of 

copper cathodes. It has a workforce of 4500 people directly working for KCM and about 5000 

people working for contracted companies that are handling various Jobs [2]. The mine has 

continuous operations hence running three shifts in production departments and other support 

wings like compressor and water-pumping sections while other support services like 

refurbishing only has two shifts.  

1.2.1 Company Vision 
KCM aims to be the world leading producer of quality copper (400 000 tones/yr), cobalt and 

pyrite that meets the contractual requirements agreed with its customers in every respect and to 

restore and sustain profitability in its operations. It also aims to maintain a system that complies 

with the requirements of Occupational Health and Safety Management System (OHSAS) and 

BS EN ISO 9001:2000 Quality Management System and to continually improve the 

effectiveness by regular reviews of the system including the Safety, Health, Environment and 

Quality policy and objectives. 

1.2.2 Company Objectives 
It is the objective of KCM to provide attractive returns to its shareholders in a socially and 

environmentally responsible manner. KCM will uphold the values of good corporate citizenship 

and seek to contribute to the wider economic, social and the environmental wellbeing of 

Zambia. 

KCM is committed to the principles of sustainable development which it takes to mean 

“development that meets the need of the present without compromising the ability of future 
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generations to enjoy the fruits of the nation,” because it believes it is fundamental to long term 

social objectives. The company recognizes that the full implications of sustainable development 

are still being explored by society and will be part of that process by pursuing practical ways of 

realizing the concept. 

1.2.3 Policy On Safety and Health 
In order to give practical expression to the Vision of the company and to measure progress, the 

company has the following aims: 

Ø Identify, eliminate or control health risks in the workplace and the environment. 

Increase safety awareness and encouraged safety activities through award recognition. 

Ø Prevent work-related injuries and illnesses of employees and contractors as well as 

property damage incidents and attempt to achieve Zero Fatality and Zero Lost Time 

Injuries (LTIs) status through continuation of Visible Felt Leadership (VFL) and other 

RAMP. K Safety Management activities. 

Ø Benchmark the Safety and Health Management System with international standards in 

regard to the prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of disability and impairment, 

which may arise from the work place i.e. Implementing OHSAS 18001 standard and 

maintenance of continued certification. 

Ø Ensure preparedness in case of emergencies like fire and mine rescue incidents.  

Ø Adhere to the Mining Regulations as stipulated in the Zambian constitution and the 

Worker’s Compensation Act in terms of medical surveillance, hazard identification and 

control as well as compensation to those affected. 

1.2.4 Policy on Environment and Quality 
Ø Achieve compliance to all applicable environmental regulations as enshrined in the 

Environmental Protection and Pollution Act, (No.12 of 1990) and the Mines Minerals 

Act,(No.31 of 1995) 

Ø Obtain certification to ISO 14001 by implementing the Environmental Management 

System at Nchanga and Nkana Integrated Business Units 

Ø Promote good relationships with and enhance the capabilities of the local communities 

and also respecting people’s culture and heritage. 
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Ø Ensure all critical and major products and services supplied meet the requirements of the 

quality management system standard compatible to BS EN ISO 9001:2000. 

Ø Focus on developing and maintaining international market competitiveness as a world-

class business, producing and supplying quality products, while complying with all 

relevant national and international statutory and regulatory requirements. 

Ø Satisfaction of customer requirements by reducing quality complaints to below ten per 

annum. 

1.3 Problem Statement. 
In Zambian mining industry the top most operating expenses are often found to be energy and 

labour. In this case the energy utility being fuel, used to operate vehicles, and electricity that is 

used for almost all production processes inclusive of those requiring heating. Electricity is main 

energy carrier that is used to run production operations at Nchanga mine, thus the electric bill is 

very high and the recent expansion of concentrator and other production plants means an 

increase in the electricity bill compared to the previous year.  

The mine has an already existing energy section which monitors and controls the MD through a 

central automation system, Sequential Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), so that they do 

not shot out to penalties and recently they formed a small energy team made up of selected 

individuals from each department with a goal of reducing the total electricity costs by 30% of 

the current use, setting this as one of the primary objectives for a financial year that started in 

April 2012. With their performance review to be done quarterly, the energy team should 

achieve at least 10% reduction per quarter with the first being for planning, organizing and 

coordinating resources [3]. 

1.4 Objectives of the Study. 
The main objective was to carry out a preliminary energy audit of Nchanga mine described 

above in section 1.2 and determine ways or identify areas of attention where possible energy 

saving can be realized. To achieve this main objective of the study, the driving objectives were; 

Ø To establish the energy flow/use per unit function of Nchanga mine. 

Ø To identify, monitor and analyze energy streams and use. 
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Ø To balance the total energy input with the end use across Nchanga mine. 

Ø To provide possible measures and recommendations on how to reduce energy use so as 

to have an optimum energy efficient system. 

Ø To identify specific areas where to minimize energy costs/waste without affecting 

production. 

The energy survey was analyzed respective of energy demand of each unit process with the 

above objectives in mind. 

1.5 Significance of the Study 
The continuous increase in energy need is putting pressure on power generation, as the 

country’s current generation resources cannot cope with the rate at which demand is increasing. 

Considering generation is entirely hydro the economics of energy generation and use goes up 

every day per increase in demand. This is costly to big companies like KCM were energy is one 

of the biggest production inputs, hence performing energy audits and identify areas where 

energy wastages can be reduced will be economically beneficial not only to the company but 

also to the country’s energy sector. This will also benefit the company to fully establish a good 

energy management plan.  

The challenges faced during the study gave an exposure and experience to the complexity of 

various energy systems and how such systems can be harmonized to establish an energy 

management program. Having received exposure to the Swedish energy systems during 

postgraduate studies, the studies conducted during this thesis gave an outlook of how different 

regions handle energy systems, hence, increasing the understanding and knowledge base of 

industrial energy systems. 

1.6 Scope and Limitations of the Study 
The study and analysis was based on the presented information of Nchanga IBU and 

considering that electricity was the only energy carrier of interest, the scope was based only on 

electrical loads across Nchanga. This, however, had limitations in that the area of consideration 

was too wide to be considered for a detailed audit with regard to the period spent. So the energy 

audit studies were restricted to only a preliminary audit. The company insisted to do 
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preliminary energy studies on all five departments in preparation to achieve the primary energy 

objectives of 2012/2013 financial year mentioned in section 1.3. 

The study was constrained by various limitations of which the major ones were; 

Ø Limited time to do a thorough audit, and the company insisted on performing just 

preliminary studies as they were planning to establish an energy management program. 

Ø Limited manpower to handle inspections and measurements. All measurements were 

manually recorded from energy meters in various substations with help from 2 company 

personnel’s. 

Ø Area of consideration was too big compared to the time spent to do the study, hence 

only few areas especially those on the surface had reasonable measurements done. 

Ø Limitations in getting information, as some departments could not be accessed due to 

safety and security reasons, and other areas required the presence of company 

personnel’s who were constantly engaged with other company businesses. This had 

limitations in that it took too much time to cover one area and to know the company 

culture of energy use especially in production departments i.e. type of equipment’s, 

lamps used for lighting etc. Most of the information used in this study was based on 

interviews conducted with electrical engineers and production section heads. 

Ø Access to plant facilities was also difficult as it involved production sensitive areas, so 

visits and inspections were rarely done. 

Ø Some energy meters were giving wrong values as the Voltage Transformers (VTs)/ 

Current Transformers (CTs) were connected to only one phase. So some energy 

readings were low compared to the actual use.  

1.7 Organization of the Thesis 
The thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter one is the synthesis of the thesis with the 

general background to the study; overview of Zambia’s electricity system, company overview, 

problem statement, the objectives of the study, the significance of the study and finally the 

scope and limitations of the study. 

Chapter two covers conceptual framework and literature review, it covers the theory of Energy 

management and audit, looks at the two types of energy audits and emphasizes on the audit type 
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used as an approach to this study. It looks at the current company culture in this field and their 

plans with a newly established energy team. 

Chapter three presents the method used to carry out this study, the energy survey; describing the 

company energy use from the information obtained by examining and analyzing the energy 

bills/invoices and the readings from switchgears, it also looks at the energy distribution across 

departments and the energy balance. 

Chapter four gives an analysis of the possible energy measures that can be effected and a brief 

presentation of the saving potentials that can be realized. Finally Chapter five makes the 

conclusion and recommendation. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Literature Review 
 
This chapter looks at the literature review: The brief theory of energy management and energy 

audit, the company practices in terms of the current approach and strategy to energy 

management. The theoretical part of Energy management and audit looked at leads to explain 

the approach taken during this study. First, the theory of energy management and audit is 

covered, then the review of the current practice of energy management system used by the 

company.  

2.1 Energy Management And Audit 

2.1.1 Energy Management 
Energy being one of the top most operating expenses it’s important that it is managed in a 

manner to reduce its use and hence reduce the operating expenses. Therefore the primary reason 

of energy management is to have minimal costs of production and promotion of environmental 

sustainability. Energy management is a defined structure that is permanent and is a systematic 

management of production and use of energy in a company. It is a cyclic process that requires 

continuous monitoring and improvement. Energy management can be described in various 

ways but the one considered in this study is the definition by Cape Hart (2007); 

"The judicious and effective use of energy to maximize profits (minimize costs) and enhance 
competitive positions" 

From this definition two areas are covered which are minimizing operational costs and 

achieving sustainability without affecting productivity. Sustainability in view of environmental 

awareness and taking action to minimize the effects imposed on it due to energy generation. 

These therefore are defined as the two main objectives of energy management. 

2.1.2 Energy Audit 
Energy audit is an approach to reconcile energy input with use so as to have an informed 

decision during energy management. It’s an approach that tries to balance the inputs with the 

use, and helps to identify the energy utilities and streams in the organization. The energy 
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conservation act, 2001, defines energy Audit as; 

‘The verification, monitoring and analysis of use of energy…for improving energy efficiency 

with cost benefit analysis and an action plan to reduce energy consumption.’ 

Among other operating expenses energy systems have the highest potential to save running 

costs in an industry. Thus this is the area of focus for reducing operating expenses. Therefore 

energy audit is a useful tool for energy management as it identifies areas where savings can be 

realized and it gives an action plan on how the industries can operate at optimum efficiency. It 

provides a benchmark for energy management and also it’s the basis for an effective use as it 

identifies energy wastages and how those can be removed out of the system. 

There are two types of energy audit. 

a. Preliminary Audit: This is a fast approach that uses easily accessed existing data to 

establish the energy use, estimate the saving scope, identify areas were savings can be 

realized and areas that require detailed analysis. 

b. Detailed Audit: This is a comprehensive audit that looks at all details of major energy using 

facilities and equipment’s. This audit offers more close results of energy savings and an 

estimation of costs. The calculations obtained from the energy system are compared to the 

utility bills so as to balance purchased energy and the used. 

Regardless of the audit type taken, two approaches may be taken during analysis of an energy 

survey. The approach will actually depend on the type of industry under consideration and the 

depth to which the energy audit is needed. The first is the top-down approach where the energy 

system is broken down from the energy use reflected by the bills into sub-systems or units of 

end use. Normally the total energy the company pays for is considered from energy bills 

delivered by the energy company, and the figure is broken down through analysis of end use so 

as to give insight on how it is distributed across the system units. This gives a well-defined 

structure to compare each units energy use and it helps to identify ones were energy wastage 

can be minimized. The other is the bottom-up approach, which is the exact opposite of the 

previous approach. This starts from analyzing the sub-systems and then balance the obtained 

figures with the energy paid for. The only difference between these two approaches is that the 

top-down starts by considering the energy paid for and ends with the energy used, while the 
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bottom-up is vice versa. It is worthwhile to note that either approaches, require an energy 

balance so as to get a general understanding of the energy flows and how they are distributed 

across the system.  It defines unit functionality and it gives an idea of energy use per unit 

function.   

2.2 Company Practice and Energy Management Strategy 
Nchanga mine has five departments; four working as production departments and one support 

department. The departmental energy use is monitored and controlled by the energy section 

under engineering services department through a SCADA system. The energy section monitors 

and controls the daily maximum demand so that it doesn’t go beyond the proposed agreement. 

This section also handles contracts and energy planning with the power company (CEC).  

KCM has a contract with the power company in which an agreement is signed that the mine 

shall propose the amount of maximum demand they need per month for one year. This proposal 

is broken down per department into months for the entire year of operation. This maximum 

demand is declared based on the production planning and the equipment to be used during the 

period under consideration. This is done through the proposals made by each department for a 

yearly projection of monthly maximum demand that they need to run their operations. Each 

department has different requirements depending on process and functionality. These 

departments submit their yearly planning in which they declare these values to the energy 

section, which later goes in an agreement with the power company. This is done so that the 

power company plans in advance to provide the required service satisfactorily and since it 

serves other mining companies they have to plan and see if they can meet the required demand. 

The declared value has an allowance of  10% of the declared values. If the company uses 

beyond the stipulated allowance they pay a penalty fee which is 25% more of the normal price 

for the additional demand above the declared value and if they use below the stipulated 

allowance they are charged for the minimum allowable of the declared valued. From this we see 

that under-declaring attracts a harsh charge while over-declaring only has a punishment of 

paying for the un-used demand unless otherwise stated [4]. 

The implication of the contract makes energy management critical to the mine, the fact that 

energy markets are monopolized; KCM has no choice other than to establish a good energy 
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management program. Currently, the company practice shows that energy is managed in 

individual departments. This system empowers departments, to use energy in whichever way to 

meet the production targets as long as it falls within the declared value. The energy 

management is quite poor and the company has responded by introducing an energy team made 

up of selected individuals from each department. The energy team which they are calling ‘the 

energy Champions’ has objectives of minimizing energy use in their respective departments and 

reduce on maximum demands. The only problem is that these goals are not primary objectives 

as they come as extra duties to these individuals and the other concern is, looking at the 

previous energy meetings held, there is no structured management plan.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

Energy Survey 

The primary purpose of performing energy analysis is to determine what energy is used for and 

get a general idea on how it is distributed. It also helps see the energy flows per unit function 

and how each process requirements are met. This forms a basis for strategies to improve energy 

efficiency. This chapter gives an overview of the survey at Nchanga mine. It presents the 

methodology used in this study and the energy analysis; which is broken down into the findings 

of total energy use, energy distribution across departments and unit sections and finally tries to 

reconcile the energy use with the purchased in the energy diagram.  

3.1 Methodology 
The energy survey described in this paper is based on preliminary audit type and to achieve the 

set objectives the “top-down” approach was used. This method employed analysis of easily and 

already existing data like invoices and electrical bills. The analysis-procedure was broken down 

as discussed below; 

The total energy use was determined through analysis of electrical bills during the energy 

survey. The energy carrier of concern was electricity so two things were of interest; maximum 

demand and energy used. The bills from April 2011 to May 2012 were considered and the total 

energy and maximum demand during this period was used for the analysis in this thesis.  

The energy flow was determined through analysis of recorded energy distribution per 

department. This was done with the help of a SCADA system which the company use to 

monitor and control maximum demand. However energy readings on the SCADA system for 

individual departments were inaccurate so manual readings were made from energy meters on 

the switchgears. The same was also done per section in each department. The readings were 

done hourly every day and were recorded for six days. Interviews were also done with various 

people to help with the collection of data on equipment ratings, type and process flows.  

The distribution was then divided per unit function in each department. The “unit process” 

concept was used to analyze departmental energy use per unit entity. This was divided into 

production processes and support processes. This however posed problems as some 
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departments could not be considered into such sub-systems of support and production processes 

due to size, time and other limitations mentioned earlier. However known facilities/equipment 

like ventilation systems both for office and mine ventilation were analyzed and recorded. The 

support processes being the ones needed to operate smoothly and with easy but were not 

involved in production like water pumping, compressed air, refurbishing, ventilation and 

lighting. Production departments were considered just as Production processes due to 

limitations mentioned area. The complexity and size of the systems made it difficult to acquire 

data that could be used into respective processes. Thus all production departments were 

considered as production processes. The lighting and ventilation energy use recorded from each 

production department was removed from the total departmental energy recordings rendered as 

production processes. With this regard the production process considered in this thesis are 

leaching (TLP department), UG mining (Undergrounding mining), OP mining (open pit 

mining) and concentrate extraction (concentrator departments). Information on production 

activities and times were obtained. Finally the energy balance was drawn to compare the energy 

input (purchased) with the used. 

The information for this analysis was obtained through interviews with the energy engineer, 

energy manager, Power distribution engineer, electrical engineers and production section heads. 

Other information was obtained from considering energy contracts, bills as earlier stated, power 

flow diagrams, process flow diagrams, taking energy meter readings, and discussions with the 

energy engineer. Other complimentary sources were the Internet and other reference materials. 

3.2 Findings Of The Survey 
The information from the energy contract was used to understand the prices for both energy and 

maximum demand. The agreement shows that the prices are fixed; they are not deregulated. 

Hence the cost is the same at any time of the day. The prices were also compared from 2001 to 

2012 and the current prices depicts that the value has doubled in respect to that of 2001. Table 1 

shows the distribution and instability in prices with the current being a double of that of 2001. 

This is more of a reason why energy management becomes important to companies like KCM. 

However the price for 2012 is said to take effect in June but the two companies are in talks to 

agree about it. The current prices are; MD is 18.85 $/kW and price of energy is 0.0160 $/kWh 

[4]. 
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Table 1: Electric tariffs from 2001 to 2012 
Year MD Charge [$/kW] Energy Charge [$/kWh] 
2000 11.33 0.0097 
2001 11.40 0.0098 
2002 11.48 0.0099 
2003 11.56 0.0100 
2004 11.66 0.0100 
2005 11.58 0.0103 
2006 12.17 0.0105 
2007 12.32 0.0106 
2008 16.71 0.0144 
2009 17.34 0.0150 
2010 17.50 0.0151 
2011 17.75 0.0153 
2011 18.85 0.0160 
2012 23.572 0.02035 

 
The contract stipulates that the mine should declare the maximum demand they need for each 

month in a yearly projection. This agreement results in three possible conditions, which 

arguably is said to be open to further discussions. These conditions are; 

i. The Actual demand (AD) is acceptable when it falls within the agreed range; 

Acceptable: 0.9 × DD ≤ AD ≤ 1.1×DD 

Where DD is the declared demand and AD is the actual demand used. 

When this condition is satisfied the company pays 18.85 $/kW (Cost of MD/kW) 

ii. When the Actual Demand is less than the minimum acceptable declared demand it is 

taken as over declared demand. 

Over declared: AD < 0.9 × DD, where 0.9 × DD is the minimal acceptable demand 

The company pays for the minimum acceptable of the declared demand 

Over declaration penalty = USD 18.85 × 0.9 × DD 

iii. When the Actual Demand is more than the maximum acceptable declared demand it is 

taken as under declaration. 

Under declaration: AD > 1.1 × DD 

Under declaration penalty: USD 18.85 × 1.25 for every kW above the declared value. 
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3.2.1 Annual Distribution of Energy Use 
The analysis of the energy bills was used to come up with the annual energy use and the 

maximum demand of the company. The energy invoices for the past one-year gave the 

distribution as shown in Figure 3 for energy use. 

 
Figure 3: Energy use from April 2011 to June 2012 

The energy distribution chart shows almost an even use, the lowest use been in January with 

about 49 GWh and the highest in June 2012 with about 66 GWh. Looking at this distribution 

the company uses an average of about 55 GWh/month of energy at an average cost of about 

863,327 $/month. Considering the period from April 2011 to March 2012 the company used 

about 656 GWh (annual energy use) at a cost of about $ 12 million inclusive of VAT. These 

figures are expected to rise during this financial year as new plants are getting commissioned 

like the new extension at concentrator west mill and the new compressor station at TLP. 

The total energy use for the 2011/2012 financial year was distributed across the departments as 

shown in Figure 4, with TLP department taking the largest portion of about 37% and Nchanga 

Open pits taking the smallest about 5% of the total.  
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Figure 4: The Annual Energy use-distribution across the departments 

3.2.2 Annual Distribution of Maximum Demand 
The annual distribution of maximum demand was done in like manner and Figure 5 shows the 

distribution from April 2011 to June 2012. MD distribution is almost uniform since the mine 

has continuous operations throughout the year though there is a record of increase in June 2012. 

 
Figure 5: MD distribution for the mine from April 2011 to June 2012 

However, as Figure 5 shows the distribution has some fluctuations in monthly values due to 

technical problems of some equipment’s. The lowest MD was in November with about 79.6 
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MW and the highest was in June 2012 with about 103 MW. The MD increased significantly 

from February 2012 because of the commissioning of some equipment’s at concentrator west 

mill plant. The average monthly MD for Nchanga is about 91 MW from April 2011 to June 

2012, and the company spends a monthly average of about $ 1.8 million on MD. The total 

annual (April 2011 – March 2012) cost for the financial year 2011, just on MD was about $ 22 

million, thus the company spends an annual average of about 247 $/kW on MD. The increase in 

MD is expected as new plants (like 8 MW of the new TLP compressors) are still under 

construction and will be commissioned by a rough estimate of mid-2013. 

The distribution of the total demand per department is similar to the departmental energy 

contribution. Figure 6 shows the percentage demand of each department in the system.  

 
Figure 6: The departmental demand contribution on the total system 

TLP takes up a large share as well as concentrator, this may be due the fact that these 

production plants are highly motorized plants and hence demand is high. There are a lot of 

loads that are motor driven and some are as big as 2 MW. 

3.2.2.1 Daily Maximum Demand Trends  
Nchanga has daily peak hours between 18:00 hours to 06:00 hours; this is the case for all 

production processes as daytime is dedicated to maintenance although production is continuous 

[5]. However, hourly analysis of MD trends per day reviewed that Nchanga has an almost even 
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MD trend, but this trend changes depending on the time of the month. Figures 7 shows the 

trends during the days for start of the month, mid-month, and month end. Note that these 

figures include the MD for Smelter, which is not in the scope for this paper. However, the 

SCADA system sees it as part of Nchanga; hence the high reflected values of MD on the 

graphs. 

 
Figure 7: Hourly MD trend for Nchanga during the start of the month, mid-month and month end 

The three scenarios shown in the Figure 7 shows that the energy demand is almost even though 

during month end, the MD is seen to be high and graph to be almost straight this is due to the 

pressure of production departments to meet monthly targets hence they operate almost all 

equipment’s at once to make up for the lost time. The trend doesn’t show any production 

pattern except that the process is continuous as the graphs in each case are varying within 10 

MW or less for short periods. This can be argued that such variations in the trends is a result of 

not following the production planning that was stated earlier which demands a peak hour 

between 18:00 hours to 06:00 hours.  

In summary, the total annual cost of electricity; MD and energy, for last year was about $ 34 

million USD, inclusive of VAT. Refer to appendix 2 for more details. The production for this 

period was about 168 392 tons of concentrate by concentrator and about 42 802 tons of copper 

cathodes from TLP. 
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3.3 Unit Processes 
KCM has continuous operations, meaning it has three shifts each lasting for about 8 hours. 

Engineering Services is the only department with some sections like workshops that has 2 shifts 

and only has operations for 6 days in a week. Basically KCM plants have 365 operating days in 

a year, this was the same for Nchanga mine.  

The Unit processes were divided into support and production processes. The support processes 

were pumping, ventilation; office and mine ventilation, refurbishing, Compressed air, and 

lighting. The distinction between the energy use for these processes was based on the readings 

taken from switchgears and other figures were based on ratings of equipment’s, this made it 

difficult to separate the processes especially in case of lighting which had no energy reading 

meters, and could not be quantified due to the size of plants and limitations on man power 

during the energy audit, so assumptions were made based on estimates provided by section 

heads and in extreme cases counting of individual lamps was done. However other support 

processes like pumping, mine ventilation and compressed air were quantified as they had 

separate switchgears with energy meters.  

The production processes could not be separated per processes in the system, so all the sub-

processes were integrated into a unit process depending on departmental function. Thus 

Tailings leach plant department was taken as leaching processes, Underground mining 

department (UG) was taken as UG mining, open pit department (OP) was taken as OP mining, 

and Concentrator was taken as concentrate extraction. Table 2 shows the energy summary of 

the processes. For more details refer to appendix 3. 

Table 2: Summary of energy use distributed across the unit processes. 
Unit Process Sub-units Energy use (kWh)/day Energy use (kWh)/yr 
  Ventilation 80205.8 26,283,877 
  Pumping 375,091 136,908,215 
Support  Compressed air 262,181 95,696,065 
Processes Refurbishing/fabrication 3,630 1,136,190 
  Lighting  25,903 9,454,516 
  Leaching 428,287 156,324,755 
Production  Concentrate extraction 377,209 137,681,285 
Processes UG mining 87,217 31,834,205 
  OP mining 85,829 31,327,585 
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Table 2 shows that of the support processes pumping uses more energy and this is an important 

process to prevent flooding the mine and provide smooth operations for open pit. The Kafue 

pumping station also supplies water for use during the smelting processes and for industrial use 

within the plants. The energy of the production processes is highest in leaching processes but 

it’s not far from concentrate extraction. Both mining processes are almost equal in energy use. 

3.4 Energy Balance Diagram 
The analysis of the unit processes discussed in section 3.3 lead to an energy balance shown in 

Figure 8 below. This shows how the total energy flow is distributed across the support and 

production process.  

 

 

Figure 8: The energy balance of the identified unit processes  

The total energy use obtained from the survey was about 626 GWh as seen from Figure 8, 

which was 30 MWh less than the energy the company paid for (656 GWh). This is contrary to 

the indication on the current energy bill for June 2012 as it shows an increase in energy use, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total	  Energy 

	  	  	  626	  GWh 

Support	  Processes 
269	  GWh 

Production	  Processes 

357	  GWh 

Ventilation-‐	  26	  GWh 

Pumping-‐	  137	  GWh 

Compressed	  air-‐	  96	  GWh 

Refurbishing-‐	  1	  GWh 

Lighting-‐	  9	  GWh 

Leaching-‐	  156	  GWh 

Conce.	  Extraction-‐	  138	  GWh 

UG	  mining-‐	  32	  GWh 

OP	  mining-‐	  31	  GWh 
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thus it would have been logical if the results were higher. However, the six days that were used 

for the analysis were the first six days of the month and during this period the energy use is 

normally low compared to days towards the month end due to efforts to meet production 

targets. The other reason is that some meters were reading low values as explained earlier hence 

the average daily energy use that was calculated for some processes were lower than the actual 

and also some processes like lighting had their feeders with no energy meters so just a rough 

approximation for the lights installed in each department was noted through the interviews 

conducted with Electrical personnel’s from various sections. However the difference is about 

5% of the amount paid for which was about 656 GWh, From this it can also be said that part of 

the 30 MWh could be miscellaneous loads like kettles, cleaning equipment’s and others due to 

the short hours of operations, these seem insignificant as a single load but in aggregate they 

become significant, as their consumption is noticeable. 

The distribution in terms of consumption across processes is almost equal as the support 

processes uses about 43% of the total energy use with pumping as the highest energy using 

process followed by compressed air. The production processes uses about 57% of the total 

energy with leaching process and concentrate extraction as the highest using processes.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Energy Measures 

Energy measures are options for improving energy utilization so as to have an optimum system. 

This means achieving set production targets with minimal use of energy. This can be achieved 

by energy efficiency measures or a decrease in the energy use. Note that energy saving and 

energy efficiency measures have different meanings. The energy saving measures may involve 

decrease of energy use while energy efficiency measures do not carry this connotation. 

Currently KCM uses energy saving measures to minimize the energy cost through load shading. 

This chapter discusses the energy efficiency measures proposals that can be used to improve the 

energy use at Nchanga. The Chapter separates the measures into those that are influenced by 

cost and those which are not. The investment analysis is not discussed, as this is just a 

preliminary audit giving only possible areas for improvement. 

It is important to understand how electricity is charged in Zambia and the implication this has 

on both the power company (CEC) and the customer (KCM). Firstly, of the total power 

supplied, the company only pays for the active energy that they use and they do not pay for the 

losses, which are dependent on the power factor of the system.  The measures were based on 

this understanding and also considering demand was the most expensive compared to energy 

use about 1178 times charge for energy cost. For a better understanding refer to appendix 4.c.  

4.1 Non-cost influenced Measures 
Non-cost influenced measures refer to measures that can be effected without the burden of 

investment cost involved and if there is any it is very minimal. These can be implemented by 

just change in operation and behavior at the organization. Its interesting to realize that this is 

most effective on support processes, though few are realized in production processes as well. 

The saving potentials identified in this respect are; 

4.1.1 Good House Keeping 
This improves the energy use through better operation of equipment. This is a matter of 

behavior where employees take ownership of the company equipment. The case at Nchanga 

shows that this is needed especially in the area of lighting.  
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i. Lighting 

Sensitization to avoid unnecessary energy use is needed and probably should be enforced. 

Figure 9 shows some cases where lighting is left on during the day in corridors and offices 

where general lighting is not needed in daytime. 
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Figure 9: Lights left on during daytime in both corridors and offices 

As can be seen from Figure 9, during inspections of lighting it was discovered that lighting is 

left on during the day and in a lot of cases the lighting used was more than the required as 

almost all installations had double 5 foot tubes on one fitting and 3 fittings installed in one 

office.  

This was also the case for street lighting, some lights were on during the day and it was 

discovered that those that were off were also off at night. It was concluded that there was 

poorhouse keeping with regard to lighting. This indicated that the behavior of employees 

needed to change. To help improve the energy efficiency in this regard the following where 

suggested; 
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a. Installing Photo Cells (daylight switches) for street and workshop/plant lighting can be of 

great support. This will help the company especially that house keeping with regard to 

lighting is poor and manual switching is stressful. In some areas however, the photo cells 

were installed and are just not operational, such should be replaced and maintained.  

b. In workshops natural lighting is not enough during the day, the translucent roofing’s can be 

strategically installed to increase the influx of natural lighting in respective areas or the 

company can create more openings or windows in areas were ventilation is not of primary 

concern. Accordingly some structures have enough windows around the buildings but the 

windows are dirty that little lighting is going through them. This is forcing people to switch 

on lights during the day. This however can be avoided by cleaning such windows so that 

enough day lighting flows into the building. This will result in enough natural lighting and 

hence will reduce the energy use on lighting. 

c. There is also the lighting, which the company refers to as breakdown lighting that is installed 

almost on each equipment or machine in production plants. This lighting is used when the 

equipment has a breakdown at night, however the lights are kept on even when the 

equipment’s are running properly, they are connected on the same circuit as general lighting 

and are left on during the day as was observed during the inspection. To avoid unnecessary 

energy wastage, the company should introduce mobile break down lighting, which will be 

carried and powered at the equipment that is under break down maintenance. This will entail 

a considerable amount of savings from break down lighting. 

If the lighting system was de-lamped (de-lamping involves removing of excess lamps in areas 

where lighting levels are higher than necessary) some savings can be realized. This was the case 

in offices where the five-foot fluorescent tubes in each office were as many as six in a room 

where only 2 four-foot lamps are enough to provide the required lighting levels according to 

tasks performed. Removing all the excess lamps considering lighting power flux of 12-25 

W/m2, but in this case the assumption taken is by dividing the total fluorescent lamps by two. 

The lighting hours can also be changed from the current system of 24 hours per day to 13 hours 

(according to the sunrise and sunset times of Chingola, the average hours of daylight for 

Chingola is 11 hours) [6]. The total annual operating hours for production plants will be 4745 

hours except for underground, which will maintain 8760 hours. The offices can utilize natural 

lighting through the windows since the light influx is enough to perform needed tasks, this will 
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reduce the office lighting hours to 2920 hours for all offices. This is with the assumption that 

office lighting will be operational from 17:00 hours. Table 3 shows the resulting energy use 

from this measure. The used lighting lamps are; Fluorescent Tubes (F-Tubes), Incandescent 

lamps (I. lamps), Sodium vapor (SV lamps) and Mercury Vapor (MV lamps). Street lights (S. 

Lights) are commonly lit with SV lamps with few cases using MV lamps. The changes applied 

are in read text. 

Table 3: Energy use after changing operating hours for lighting and de-lamping 
Type of lamps Quantity Rating W Power (kW) Energy (kWh) Operating hrs 

MV	  Lamps	   850	   400	   340	   1613300	   4745	  
SV	  lamps	   400	   400	   160	   759200	   4745	  

Energy	  Savers	   350	   200	   70	   332150	   4745	  
I.	  lamps	   3500	   100	   350	   3066000	   8760	  

F-‐Tube-‐5	  (UG)	   200	   58	   11.6	   101616	   8760	  
S.	  Lights	  (SV)	   200	   125	   25	   118625	   4745	  
F-‐Tube	  -‐8	  ft	   57	   70	   3.99	   11650.8	   2920	  
F-‐Tube	  -‐5	  ft	   1250	   58	   72.5	   211700	   2920	  
F-‐Tube	  -‐4	  ft	   188	   36	   6.768	   19762.56	   2920	  
F-‐Tube	  -‐2	  ft	   4	   36	   0.144	   420.48	   2920	  

Total 6999   1040.002 6234424.84   
 
The total energy use on lighting will reduce to about 6.2 GWh, this will attract a saving 

potential of about 3.2 GWh and a power demand of about 95 kW. Note that this doesn’t require 

any changes other than the operational hours and de-lamping. In this case about 1694 lamps are 

not necessary and as such they are removed. 

This is not the best saving measure but if the company doesn’t want to spend any money on 

lighting they will realize the saving mentioned above. Section 4.2.i gives the lighting measure 

that will realize more savings and will make the lighting system more energy efficient. 

ii. Office equipment and Ventilation 

Office equipment’s like computers and printers and ventilation systems are normally left on 

when they are not in use. Though little energy savings can be realized from equipment’s like 

computers (there are about 1300 computers at Nchanga) and printers compared to the 

organizations energy use, such practices will encourage good housing keeping behavior.  

The interviews conducted about the use of ventilation systems shows that the offices are heated 

in the morning for about 2 hours or more depending on the season except the hot season and 
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later they are cooled from 11:00 hours to about 18:00 hours, and they are continuously heated in 

the night for those doing night shifts. Surprisingly these systems are often operated in offices, 

with windows or doors open. This practice results in energy wastage as rooms cannot be cooled 

or heated to a satisfactory level due to inflow of cold air and heat losses through the windows 

and doors respectively, hence systems are strained from continuous operations. 

The suggestion or saving potential can be realized by understanding the temperatures of 

Chingola, since such information could not be found the temperatures of Ndola one of the 

towns in the Copperbelt with the same climatic conditions were used. Refer to appendix 4.a for 

detailed calculations and assumptions.  

Reducing the operating hours of office ventilation to 972 hours/yr, and that for industrial 

ventilation to 5840 hours/yr will result in a saving potential of about 5 GWh/yr.  

iii. Compressed air 

Compressed air systems are not energy efficient systems as they have an energy efficiency of 

about 10 -15 % as estimated by the Australian department of environment and heritage. They 

further state continuous maintenance and repair of all air leakages results in a saving of about 

2% of the total energy bill. Optimizing the performance of the compressed air systems has a 

potential to save about 20 -50 % [7]. However such savings are measurable only during 

operations, after doing a plant energy performance in order to identify the best operating 

conditions.  

Konkola Mine in Chililabombwe performed an audit of their compressed air processes at the 

compressor station. They managed to save about 14% of the total energy cost to run the 

compressors [8]. Since the two systems are alike, if a similar exercise is undertaken at Nchanga 

a saving potential of about 10 – 15 % of the energy use on compressors would be realized. This 

exercise involved; 

1. Fixing of leakages underground and on the surface  

2. Changing the unloading pattern of compressors.  

3. Minimized use of those compressors that are uneconomical to run especially the ones with 

poor compression and volumetric efficiencies.  
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4. Teaming with Ventilation and Mining people from underground for audits and quick reports 

on any leakages, miss use and wastages. The common custom underground is the use of 

compressed air as open-ended ventilation by workers, cleaning and washing of equipment’s. 

5. Sensitization of users about misuse of compressed air. To use compressed air for process 

activities and not any other activities 

6. Continuous monitoring and managing of air compressor systems. 

If this exercise was done, about 10% or more of the energy use of compressors can be saved. 

This will translate to a saving of about; 

Saving potential = 96 x 0.1 = 9.6 GWh/yr 

To reduce on the number of compressors, the current use of pneumatic mining tools should be 

changed to electrical mining tools; especially the Jack Hammers used underground. 

iv. Pumping  

Nchanga water pumping system is supplied by two main pumping stations, which are Kafue 

pumping station and underground pumping chamber. The water is raw water specifically for 

industrial use and the excess is supplied to Mulonga Water Company for water treatment that is 

later supplied to Chingola town including plant facilities for domestic water [9]. Figure 10 

shows the pumping flow diagram for Nchanga and the capacities. 

Kafue Pumps 
4 x 800 m3/hr 
= 3200 m3/hr 
A. Capacity: 1200 m3/hr  E/Mill 

Demand: 1900 m3/hr 

Smelter 
Demand: 300 m3/hr 

Excess flow 
1000 m3/hr 

W/Mill 
2150 m3/hr 

UG Pumps 
Rain season: 5019 m3/hr 
Dry season: 4197 m3/hr 

Worst case: 4197 m3/hr(

Mulonga water company 
Demand:(2000(m3/hr 
Excess(wastage) :1047 m3/hr 
(

 

Figure 10. Nchanga pumping water flow diagram 
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Figure 10 shows all the capacities and plant water needs, the capacities and the needs are 

estimates based on the information provided by the engineer in charge of water pumping and 

supply at Nchanga. The flow diagram doesn’t include the flow losses due to leakages in the 

system however pump efficiency estimates are included with Kafue pumps working at 66% and 

UG main pumps at 79 % and 89 % volumetric efficiencies due to worn out impellers.  

This gives the total amount of water pumped to 7200 m3/hr during dry season and 8219 m3/hr 

during rainy season (about 5 months). This gives an average of about 7710 m3/hr for all 

activities of pumping at Nchanga. Since the average monthly energy use was about 11.4 GWh. 

The amount of energy used to pump every m3 of water = 11.4 x 106 / (7710x24x30)  

    = 2.1 kWh/m3.  

This is a lot of energy and as such reducing on pumping would result in massive savings, this 

also means that the company should close all leakages as most of the flow losses at Nchanga are 

caused by water leakages in the pipes. 

The water flow system has a lot of leakages and this is failing to meet the demand (there are 

frequent reports of water shortages) despite the fact that even with such poor pump efficiencies 

especially at Kafue the system would still have an excess of 1047 m3/hr.  

Energy wasted for the excess = 1047 x 2.1 = 2198.7 kWh 

This is an energy waste of about 2.2 MWh 

If such leakages were worked on, one pump at Kafue pump station can be switched off 

completely and only used as a backup or standby pump. The excess water pumped would 

reduce to 247 m3/hr, this can be reduced further by closing leakages. This measure would attract 

the following saving; 

Pump Power = 930 kW 

Thus, there will be a saving of 930 kW on MD and this will attract an energy saving of; 

Energy saving potential = power x time not in use 
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  = 930 x 8760 =8 146 800 kWh/yr 

This attracts a saving potential of about 8 GWh/yr 

This will require maintenance of pumps so that they have a good efficiency and fixing all water 

leakages so that flow losses are minimized in the system. This will also require are good 

production planning that will facilitate a change in equipment operation time and load priority. 

4.1.2 Load Management 
The biggest energy use and highest MD is found in production processes. Maximum demand 

due to its high charges covers the biggest potion of the electricity bill; so reducing the power 

demand will result in increased profits, as massive savings will be realized for every MW 

saved. To achieve this load management needs to be applied; where some production processes 

are designed to run in such a way that peak demand is controlled.  In this case loads that are 

flexible in operation should be shifted from the peak hours into non-peak hours, and processes 

that are not operated in peak or non-peak hours should be switched off. In order to accomplish 

this there is need for good production planning (not just setting targets but also how these 

targets will be achieved at minimal cost), short-term storage of semi-finished products and load 

priority systems, which in this case is already in existence for load shading. This however 

requires a comprehensive understanding of processes and identifying which areas are more 

flexible to load management. 

Section 3.2.2.1 discussed the MD trends for early days, mid days and month end days of the 

month, these trends where different from each other so an average hourly MD trend shown in 

Figure 11 below was used for this analysis. The red line shows the possible desired level so as 

to distribute the loads in such a way that a maximum demand obtained is 122 MW. 
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Figure 11: Average hourly MD trend and the desired level of load distribution to save cost on MD 

Figure 11 therefore shows that the average MD trend if controlled can result in a saving 

potential of about 10 MW or more on MD. The areas identified for such savings at Nchanga 

were obtained through processes analysis. The area that was more flexible for MD control was 

ore dressing process of the concentrate extraction in Concentrator production process. Figure 12 

below shows a simple process flow diagram of the ore dressing which is the first stage of 

concentrate extraction process. Concentrate extraction has two stages; ore dressing and 

floatation. The figure below only gives details of ore dressing. In this process the ore is crushed 

and milled to the required size so that copper concentrate can easily be captured in floatation. 

The nature of the material in this stage makes it possible for this measure as its in solid (crushed 

stones) unlike in processes like floatation and leaching which deals with tailings (residue of ore) 

hence requiring continuous flow as any disruption may result in chocking or clogging the 

system. 
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Figure 12: Flow process diagram of ore dressing process of concentrate extraction production process. 
 

As can be seen from Figure 11, the stockpiles in this process can be utilized to control MD by 

making use of this storage of the semi-finished material. The stockpiles are currently used as 

backup ore source in case of production problems with U/G. This flexibility in the process gives 

as the ability to control the MD in that the loads feeding into mills can be made to run before 

peak hours and the stockpiles can be used as a source during peak hours.  This means crushers 

and all conveyors that feed the stockpile for mills will be changed from continuous loads to 

intermittent loads. Table 4 shows the loads to be controlled and the savings that will result from 

this measure.  
Table 4: Loads to be controlled and the energy savings that will result from this measure 
Equipment Load kW Quantity Power kW Non-operating hrs. Energy kWh 
Conveyor	  	   300	   1	   300	   4,380	   1,314,000	  
Conveyor	  	   132	   2	   264	   4,380	   1,156,320	  
Conveyor	  	   90	   2	   180	   4,380	   788,400	  
Conveyor	  	   22	   12	   264	   4,380	   1,156,320	  
Conveyor	  	   110	   5	   550	   4,380	   2,409,000	  
Conveyor	  	   45	   5	   225	   4,380	   985,500	  
Conveyor	   75	   1	   75	   4,380	   328,500	  
Crusher	   450	   3	   1,350	   4,380	   5,913,000	  
Crusher	   300	   2	   600	   4,380	   2,628,000	  
Crusher	   150	   5	   750	   4,380	   3,285,000	  

Total 4,558 43,800 19,964,040 
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If the loads are only operated for a maximum of 12 hours per day, between 06:00 hours to 18:00 

hours with regards to the aforementioned peak hours in section 3.2.2.1, or depending on the 

saving potentials shown in Figure 10 with flexibility hours falling between 10:00 hours to 22:00 

hours. This will result in a saving potential of about 5 MW and an energy saving potential of 

about 20 GWh as shown in table 4. 

Load management can also apply for NOP where all mining activities requiring use of 

electricity are operated during non-peak hours and during peak hours ore can be transported to 

the stockpiles. 

4.1.3 Power factor correction 
Nchanga mine has of 2008 had an overall power factor of about 0.82 according to CEC 

personal communication. However, this must have changed due to introduction of loads and 

load replacements, so the plant must now have a much lower power factor. The power factor 

also depends on the loads been driven and the prime mover used and since most of the 

processes in Nchanga involve energy conversion from electrical to mechanical energy for 

driving pumps, conveyors and other loads alike, there is a lagging power factor because the load 

is inductive. Nchanga has a motor population of about a 1000 motors installed and currently 

running, and most of these are inductive motors.  

One of the ways to correct the power factor without any new installations is to run a 

synchronous motor in over excitation on no load. Nchanga compressor house has 7 compressors 

with 6 compressors in operation and 5 running continuously, these compressors are driven by 

synchronous motors. The recent installation of 2 MW compressors in TLP reduces the demand 

on the compressor house thus one compressor in compressor house can be operated on no load 

with an over excitation. This will introduce a capacitive load in the system due to the leading 

power factor introduced by the over excitation of a synchronous motor, hence there will be a 

degree of power factor correction because the system will try to cancel out the capacitive load 

that is introduced. 

This measure is more narrative, though it has been applied in a lot of motorized industries 

(small industries) for power factor correction, thus its difficult to know with certainty how 

much of the power factor will be improved as Nchanga mine has a more complex energy 

system with a lot of variable loads. 
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In summary the savings that can be realized from implementing the non-cost influenced 

measures are; 

The amount of MD that will be saved is about 15.6 MW, this will translate to an annual cost of 

about $ 3,859,375 and for energy an annual saving of about 46 GWh can be realized, which 

translates to a cost of about $ 818 800. This gives a total electricity saving cost of about $ 4.7 

million annually. 

4.2 Cost Influenced Measures 
Cost influenced measures refer to measures that require investment cost in order to improve the 

current systems into energy efficient ones. Some of the improvements require high capital 

expenditure while others are small capital expenditure. These may involve replacing old 

equipment’s with new energy efficient ones or retrofitting them with energy efficient 

technologies. This may also demand for process integration where cost to modify processes are 

considered as investment cost. These savings may most be realized in production processes, 

though few are realized in support processes as well. The saving potentials identified in this 

respect are; 

4.2.1 Load management 
i. Lighting 

Lamp replacement is another measure; though it attracts minimal capital expenses on lamps this 

measure can make the company realize a lot of savings on lighting energy use. Replacing all the 

incandescent lamps used at underground with the compact fluorescent lamps (CFL) would 

attract considerable savings, these are the best replacements as they only require removing the 

lamps and using the same lamp holders hence there will be no cost of new installation. The CFL 

lamps produce the same level of lighting as the incandescent lamps; have the same color 

rendering properties and they use 75% less energy as compared to incandescent lamps. To 

maintain the same level of light as produced by incandescent lamps the choice of CFL should 

be 0.25 to 0.33 of the incandescent lamp to be replaced [10]. In this case a 20W would be 

sufficient and the saving potential realized from this measure would be significant. The lighting 

hours at underground still remains at 8760 hours and using the reduced lighting hours for office 

and production facilities which are 2920 hours and 4745 hours respectively, table 4 shows 
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calculations of the amount of energy that will be used. The red text indicates areas were 

changes in lighting can be applied; Incandescent lamps replace with CFLs and all fittings with 

two tubes are replaced with single tubes, 36 W, 4-foot fluorescent lamps (these produce 72 

lm/W unlike the incandescent lamps that has 12.4 lm/W). Table 5 show the measures taken 

which is in red text and how much will be realized from this measure.  

Table 5: Energy use with adjusted lighting hours and change of lamps. 

Type of lamps Quantity Rating W Power kW Energy kWh Operating hrs 
MV	  Lamps	   850	   400	   340	   1613300	   4745	  
SV	  lamps	   400	   400	   160	   759200	   4745	  

Energy	  Savers	   350	   200	   70	   332150	   4745	  
I.	  Lamps	  to	  CFL	   3500	   20	   70	   332150	   8760	  
F-‐Tube-‐5	  ft	  to	  4ft	   200	   36	   7.2	   63072	   8760	  
S.	  Lights	  (SV)	   200	   125	   25	   118625	   4745	  
F-‐Tube	  -‐8	  ft	   0	   70	   0	   0	   0	  
F-‐Tube	  -‐5	  ft	   0	   58	   0	   0	   0	  
F-‐Tube	  -‐4	  ft	   1495	   36	   53.82	   157154.4	   2920	  
F-‐Tube	  -‐2	  ft	   4	   36	   0.144	   420.48	   2920	  

Total     726.164 3376071.88   
 
The total energy use will reduce to about 3.4 GWh, which will attract a saving potential of 

about 6.1 GWh and a power demand of 409 kW. Replacing incandescent lamps with CFLs and 

replacing all fluorescent tubes with 4-foot tubes saves about 2.9 GWh and a power demand of 

314 kW.  

Installation of occupancy and motion sensors in open offices, lavatories and corridors have been 

said to improve saving on lighting by 30% - 40% [11]. This may not be very helpful for KCM 

offices as many of them are individual offices hence switch segregation and sensitization to 

encourage people to switch off power in areas that will not be occupied for 10 minutes.  

ii. Pumping 

The section of interest in pumping was UG pumping where it was noticed that at level 2800, the 

inflow of water into the sump was less than the outflow or total pumping flow rate. This meant 

that the fifth pump is operated in an on-off situation depending on the level of the sump. Refer 

to appendix 4.b for more details. The fifth pump draws about 3 MW of power and uses energy 

of about 20 GWh/yr. 
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If this pump can be replaced with a smaller positive displacement pump with a head of 854 m 

and a flow rate of about 496 m3/hr much energy savings can be realized from this measure.  

We have the head and the required flow rate so we can determine the power rating of the pump 

required. Assuming the efficiency of the motor (ηm) is 90%. The power (P) will be;  

P = (ρ x Q x H x g) / ηm  

Where; ρ is density of water, Q is flow rate, H is the head and g is the gravity  

 Thus, P = (1000 x 496 x 854 x 9.81)/ (0.9 x 3600) = 1283 kW 

The Motor size required would be about 1300 kW (justified by the affinity laws) 

Replacing it with a pump of about 1300 kW would be reasonable since in the analysis the 

friction losses in the piping system is not considered, this will result in the following energy 

use. 

MD by the pump will be about 1300 kW, this means the MD will reduce by 1700 kW 

Energy = 1300*8760 = 11388000 kWh = 11 GWh/yr. 

This will result in a saving of about = 20 – 11 = 9 GWh/yr.  

4.2.2 Load Matching 
All loads that require prime movers like pumps should be matched with the tasks to be carried 

out. The common case in highly motorized plants especially in those pumping fluids with 

variable densities is that the prime movers used are normally higher in capacity than the 

requirements. This may serve the purpose at hand but they increase operational cost. At 

Nchanga mine, most of the processes where over designed, with the view of future expansions. 

For instance underground pumping has about 9 x 3 MW pumps with only five running when the 

requirement can be met with four of them and one 1.3 MW pump. Such cases are common 

especially in TLP and Concentrator production departments. In as much as they provide 

convenience with a small number of trip outs, they are expensive operational installations, thus 

the company has started a campaign to analyze loads and replace those that are over matched. 
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This measure has an expense attached to it in that they have to buy new motors and where 

possible introduce process integration in order to optimize the system. The amounts of savings 

that can be realized from this measure are a lot as it forces the company to perform detailed 

analysis of energy using equipment and they will be correctly sized hence minimizing part load 

operations. 

4.2.3 Energy Efficient Technologies or Devices 
Nchanga is a highly motorized plant with a population of motors above a 1000; these motors 

convert electrical power to motion. To improve the energy conversion, high efficient motors 

can be installed, however due to the nature of the industry this would be a costly exercise and 

the difference in energy conversion between high efficient motors and the normal motors is 

between 5 to 10 % [12]. For long term benefits this is still a relevant option, however energy 

efficient technologies can come to the rescue of this situation. Considering that many motors 

are used to drive variable loads such as Ventilation fans, pumps and compressors, quite often 

these run at partial loads that is achieved by throttling or introduction of recycling loops. These 

are not energy efficient so introduction of speed control to make the motors run at speeds 

determined by the load is a more efficient way of operating such loads. Energy efficient devices 

like Variable speed drives can be connected as motor control circuits to allow the motors to run 

at different appropriate speeds depending on the task at hand. These devices are said to improve 

the energy efficiency of motors between 10 – 15 %. Nchanga mine would realize much savings 

from this measure of installing Variable Speed Drives (VSDs) on all motors driving pumps 

compressors and fans.  

The other alternative measure is to install the reactive power correction units; these are like 

VSDs in that they are frequently used on induction power conversion equipment’s so as to 

reduce the energy losses. However the installation of capacitor banks in this regard is more 

viable as it allows central correction of reactive power in the system. This measure improves 

the power factor and hence reduces the reactive power losses. Currently Nchanga is operating 

with a power factor of about 0.82; refer to appendix 4.C for more details. If the power factor of 

the system can be improved to 0.96 by installing capacitor banks and use of VSDs on induction 

motors, a lot of potential saving can be realized from this. The power factor improvement can 
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reduce on the maximum demand while the VSDs would improve the energy conversion 

efficiencies and ultimately would also reduce the demand.  

Improving the power factor to 0.96 would result in the following saving potential: 

The average active power demand from last year’s energy use = 74 871.99 kW…refer to 

Appendix 4.C. 	  

A new power factor of 0.96 will reduce the maximum demand supplied to: 

Maximum Demand supplied = 74 871.99/ 0.96 = 77991.65 kW 

This means there will be a reduction in maximum demand of about 12.1 % for every kW of 

demand. Note that the power factor improvement to about 0.96 is attainable if VSDs are 

installed on all inductions motors and system power factor is improved with capacitor banks. 

In summary some of the savings that can be realized from implementing the cost influenced 

measures are more since some measures like load matching and devices like VSDs would 

require a detailed analysis to determine how much of MD and energy savings can be realized, 

however in this analysis such where not presented and for those that were presented a summary 

of what can be saved is discussed below; 

The amount of MD that will be saved is about 12.7 MW, this will translate to an annual cost of 

about $ 3,139,913 and for energy an annual saving of about 12 GWh can be realized, which 

translates to a cost of about $ 213,600. This gives a total electricity saving cost of about $ 3.4 

million annually. 

4.3 Summary of the Savings 
The measures in areas identified would result in more savings, as some saving potentials could 

not be quantified as they are based more on estimates and for some the actual savings would be 

noticed gradually during operation. This section gives a summary of the total possible savings 

measures discussed and for easy understanding; the measures are summarized according to 

those that will affect MD and by how much and to those that will reduce the energy and by how 

much. Table 6 below shows the MD reducing measures, and how much would be realized for 
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implementing such measures. The cost used is an annual average for MD, 247.14 $/kW 

inclusive of TAX, based on the energy bill for the previous financial year.  

Table 6: Measures to reduce MD and the amount that will be saved by the company  
S/No. MD saving measure Annual Savings kW Cost Saved USD 

1 Load Management and Demand Control 10,000 2,471,354 
2 Load suspension and load matching  2,630 649,966 
3 De-lamping and change lamp type 409 101,078 

4 Energy efficient Devices i.e. power factor 
correction 15,298 2,643,735 

Total 28,337 6,999,239 
The measures gives a saving potential of about 28 MW on MD which is a reduction of about 

32% of last year’s average maximum demand. The measures translate into an MD cost saving 

of about $ 7 million USD.  

Table 7 below shows the energy reducing measures and if implemented how much will be 

saved by the organization. The energy charge per year inclusive of TAX is 0.0178 $/kWh 

inclusive of TAX. 

Table 7: Energy saving measures and the annual amount to be saved by the company 

 

These measures gives an annual reduction of about 58 GWh on energy which is 8.8% reduction 

compared to the previous financial years use, this translate into a saving of about $ 1 million 

USD on operational expenses. This only covers the measures that could be quantified. 

The total savings on Electricity amounts to an annual operational cost of about $ 8,031,639. 

This is about 23.6% of last year’s expenditure on electricity. 

S/No. Process Energy saving measure Annual Savings 
kWh 

Cost Saved 
USD 

1 Lighting De-lamping, lamp changing in given 
areas 6,000,000 106,800 

2 Ventilation Reduce on ventilation hours 5,000,000 89,000 

3 Pumping Switch off unnecessary pumps, 
replace big pumps with smaller ones 17,000,000 302,090 

4 Compressed 
air Maintenance and operational changes 9,600,000 170,880 

5 Concentrate 
extraction 

Load priority, demand control and 
load shift 20,000,000 356,000 

Total 57,600,000 1,032,400 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Recommendations and Conclusion 

This chapter concludes the study and highlights recommendation that the company should take 

to effect the savings. It looks at the recommendations with emphasis on those that are easily 

established with no or minimal cost. The measures discussed in this chapter are those that were 

stipulated in chapter 4; No-Investment measures and the Investment Measures, only with more 

discussion and little additions in some areas especially those that could not be quantified. 

5.2 Recommendation 
The no-investment measures as already discussed are quick to implement, give immediate 

returns and mostly they are not long term measures, often they involve operational 

improvements and good housekeeping. However investment measures, in this case at Nchanga 

would result in long-term returns like for instance moving from normal motors to the energy 

efficient motors; this involves high investment but the returns are long term, almost as long as 

the motor is in operation. Investment measures vary according to investment and they give short 

to long returns. It may involve use of automatic controls, equipment modification, process 

change, and energy efficient devices.  

Firstly, the highest requirement at Nchanga is to establish the energy management plan that 

goes beyond setting MD targets and control but also how it can be reduced and managed at a 

lower value with no disturbance on production. The energy management plan should also 

include inspection phases to monitor how processes are being operated, which measures are 

implemented and to what effect. This should be a continuous process that is deliberately 

designed to improve energy efficiency of the system.  The energy management plan should start 

with conducting a detailed audit in the areas identified as having high saving potential. The 

company should do detailed audit and implement measures starting with processes requiring 

low investment improvements and slowly move to those requiring high investments. The 

recommendation is to start with support processes as little investments is required on those 

processes and gradually move to production processes which require installation of 

technological devices so as to improve the efficiencies of the operational equipment.  A detailed 

departmental energy audit should be performed so as to identify and minimize all the energy 
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wastes in the system especially in production processes where there is a likelihood of high-

energy wastes through unmatched load operations and process flows. Other areas recommended 

for a detailed audit analysis are outlined in the discussion below and the concerns that should be 

addressed in that audit. 

The areas, which are of interest at Nchanga among no/low investment measures is lighting as 

earlier discussed. This area requires a change in operation and environment. This refers to 

cleaning windows in workshops and installing translucent roofing’s so as to utilize natural 

lighting during the day. The plant also requires an extensive exercise of de-lamping as most of 

the areas are over lit and sadly even for decommissioned plants like the HBF and the un-

commissioned conveyors have their operational lights on. A lot of conveyors also require lamp 

changing, as they are lit with incandescent lamps. Replacing these with CFL would realize a lot 

of saving. Office lighting and ventilation is another challenge, if the office will not be occupied 

for ten minutes the lights and ventilation should be switched off. All this falls under good 

housekeeping, so workers need to be aware of the energy expenses and the company should 

introduce some energy saving incentives to motivate workers to take ownership of the company 

and improve on good housekeeping. 

Ventilation systems are very important for underground mining. These systems consume a lot 

of energy especially in cases where they are not regularly maintained. Nchanga requires a 

detailed audit in this area so as to see if the fans used are overrated as the tendency in Zambia 

was to over design systems to allow expansion. Regular maintenance is also required to avoid 

unwanted mechanical losses. Office ventilation has a potential to reduce the energy by use of 

Multi-split air conditioning units that use one outdoor unit and about 9 indoor units. According 

to the Japan Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Industry Association, it is said multi-split 

systems reduces building energy use above 10% in both heating and cooling modes in building 

ventilations [13]. These systems use more refrigerants and are larger in size than the normal 

single split systems and the cost of these systems is high but the reduction in energy use is 

huge. 

Compressed air system runs continuously with the minimum operation pressure of 4.5 bar. This 

requirement however is for underground while other production departments like TLP and 

concentrator require high flow rates. The same pressure however is supplied to all loads in the 
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system hence there are more pressure losses in flow dependent operations resulting in a reduced 

pressure in the system. This in turn demands more compressors to be operated so as to 

compensate for the pressure losses in the system. However, this can be avoided by installation 

of control valves. Figure 13 shows a suggestion of a flow diagram of compressed air with 

control valves installed in each load stream.  

 

Figure 13: Compressed air flow diagram with control valves in load supply lines. 

The control valves work to regulate flow and pressure to respective loads depending on 

departmental requirements. The inlet guide vanes should be used to unload the compressors 

depending on load requirements; this varies the compressor work with respect to demand, 

during peak hours they open more and during off peak hours they open less. Hence the 

compressor will have a wide range of loading and unloading patterns. The best would be to 

automate the system so that the Inlet guide vanes are automatically controlled to unload and 

load the compressor depending on the load requirements through a central control system. 
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It’s important that all motors driving fans, pumps and compressors are correctly sized according 

to loads so as to avoid part load operations. VSDs should be installed on all motors and the 

power factor of the system improved by installing capacitor banks. This will require investment 

costs, but it will significantly reduce the energy use especially in production departments where 

there are using a lot of motors. 

5.3 Conclusion 
All the recommendations will not be effective if there is no production planning. As earlier 

stated production planning doesn’t just involve setting targets but it’s also achieving the targets 

with minimal operational cost. This requires a well-defined energy management plan that runs 

in harmony with the production planning. The paper has identified areas where savings can be 

realized and recommendations are made to perform a detailed audit especially in production 

processes. This paper has shown a saving potential that would reduce the electricity bill by 

about 24%, and most of the measures mentioned or suggested require low investments cost. 

These measures reduce MD by 28 MW (32% reduction) and energy by 58 GWh/yr (8.8% 

reduction. 

It can be concluded that energy use at Nchanga has a high potential of reducing operating 

expenses if the measures discussed in this paper are implemented and savings of over 30% of 

the electricity bill can be realized because the saving potential of some measures were not 

quantified and much more would be realized if a detailed audit was also performed. Thus 

detailed audits in each department should be performed, especially in production departments.  
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ANNEXURE 
Appendix 1: Zambia’s Electricity system 

Details of the Hydropower generating plants in Zambia as of 2010 are shown in table 8, which 

covers all hydropower-generating plants that are connected to the national grid. ZESCO is 

government owned and Lunsemfwa Hydro Power Company (LHPC) is a private company. 

LHPC has upgraded an extra 8MW and are generating at 55MW, the company has also gone in 

partnership with InfraCo (UK) to develop the Hydro Power Plant to a capacity of 180-220 MW 

by 2016. 

Table 8: Installed generating capacity as of 2010 

ZAMBIA: LOOKING EAST FOR ADDITIONAL GENERATION CAPACITY 

NOT FOR SALE OR CIRCULATION 83 

Table 3.1: Installed generating capacity, Zambia 2010 

Ownership Plant Installed capacity (MW) Type 

Kafue Gorge 

Kariba North Bank 

Victoria Falls 

990.0 

720.0  

108.0 
Hydro 

ZESCO 

Lusiwasi 

Musonda Falls 

Chishimba Falls 

Lunzua 

12.0 

5.0 

6.0 

0.8 

Small hydro 

LHPC Lunsemfwa 

Mulungushi 

18.0 

29.0 
Small hydro 

Total capacity  1 888.8  

Source: ZESCO, personal communication (2010) 

Note: A fire at Kariba North Bank in 2009 resulted in one generating unit being out of service for repairs. At the 

time of writing, the unit was still out of commission and actual available capacity was thus reduced to 540MW. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Gross electricity generation (GWh), Zambia, 1982–2008 

 

Source: ZESCO, Personal communication, 2010 

 

Zambia’s dependence on hydropower puts the country at risk in the event of drought. Over the period 
1982 to 2008, the most significant drought event occurred in 1991 to 1992 (Tiffen and Mulele, 1994) 

when gross generation output decreased by nearly 30 per cent (see Figure 3.2). There were also 

intermittent droughts over the first five years of the new millennium (Nyambe and Feilberg, 2009).  

Other than in 1991 and 1992, the impact of drought has not been as severe as experienced by the East 

African countries discussed in this volume. This is due to water storage capabilities
5
 and electricity 

imports from Southern African Power Pool countries that have helped in alleviating the shortfalls in 
power generation.6 

As expected in a developing country, the load forecast for the period 2010 to 2030 (Figure 3.3) shows 

strong growth with maximum demand and energy growth averaging at 4.5 per cent and 3.9 per cent 

per annum respectively. It is noteworthy that the forecast maximum demand for 2010 (at 1 801MW
7
) 

is perilously close to actual installed capacity, and if this level of demand materialises, the reserve 

margin will be insufficient for prudent system operations. 

 

 
Source: Power sector reform and regulation in Africa. 

Zambia has stand-alone diesel generators with a combined capacity of 7.3 MW and a grid 

connected diesel generator owned by CEC with a capacity of 80 MW (Only to use for mine 

emergencies to evacuate miners, keep underground ventilation and water pumping systems 

running in case of national power failure) [14].  

Zambia has gone into contracts with other countries especially India and China to develop 

power plants so as to address the rising power demand. Table 9 shows some of the projects 

under consideration, these are meant to address the rising demand forecast mentioned in chapter 

1 and Figure 1. Some of the projects are undergoing Geotechnical feasibility studies like the 

Kafue gorge project, which will be developed in partnership with the Sino Hydro Power 

Company of China while others are still under talks with the investing companies. 
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Table 9: Some power generation projects under consideration 

POWER SECTOR REFORM AND REGULATION IN AFRICA 

  UNEDITED DRAFT 102 

Table 3.6: Generation projects in the pipeline, Zambia, 2010 

Project Capacity 

(MW) 

Cost 

(US$ 

‘millions) 

Developer Funding highlights 

Kafue Gorge Lower 
(Hydro) 

600-750 1 500 Joint venture between ZESCO 
(35%) and the China-Africa 

Development Fund with Sino-

Hydro  (65%) 

Export credit  
($1 billion) plus other 

Kariba North Bank 

Extension 

(Hydro) 

360 420 Wholly owned ZESCO subsidiary 

Sino Hydro as EPC  

China Exim bank ($360 

million) plus 

Development Bank of 

Southern Africa 

Itezhi-Tezh 

(Hydro) 

120 230 Joint venture between ZESCO 

(50%) and Tata (50%) 

Concessional loan from 

Indian government plus 

others 

Maamba 

(Coal) 

300 420 Nava Bharat Financing proposals 

under discussion 

Kabompo Gorge 

(Hydro) 

40 140 CEC Financing proposals 

under discussion 

Kalungwishi 

(Hydro) 

220 800 Lunzua Power Authority Financing proposals 

under discussion 

Sources: CEC, ZESCO and OPPPI, personal communication, 2010. 

 

Table 3.6 also reveals China and India’s increasing influence on Zambia’s power market. These 

Chinese-supported projects, financed primarily through export-credit arrangements, are providing an 

alternative to traditional project financing. Though not competitively bid, what appears to be attractive 
to government is the swiftness with with project preparation is done and financial closure is reached, 

thus increasing the likelihood of quick start to construction. For example, in 2007, the Zambian 

government retained World Bank affiliate, International Finance Corporation (IFC), as advisors on the 
Kafue Gorge Lower project.50 IFC recommended an international competitive bidding process 

through which it would have taken 36 months to reach financial closure after all feasibility studies had 

been concluded. In 2010, at the end of IFC’s contract for advisory services the government announced 

that it had entered into an agreement with the China-Africa Development Fund, the China 
Development Bank and the Sino-Hydro Power Company for the development of Kafue Gorge Lower. 

At the time of writing, geotechnical feasibility studies were being undertaken but, in stark contrast to 

the IFC process, financial closure is scheduled for mid 2011, and construction is expected to start 
soon thereafter.51 

As at 2010, none of the projects listed in Table 3.6 had been licensed by the ERB. Nonetheless, given 

the size of most of these projects, and their potential impact on pricing as well as the adequacy and 

reliability of generation, it would be prudent for the ERB to develop mechanisms through which it can 
be kept abreast of developments. As we have stressed in other chapters, and as evidenced in Uganda’s 

Bujagali project, the presence of regulators in an observer capacity during PPA negotiations can aid in 

clarifying potential stumbling blocks and understanding context even before initialled agreements are 
sent through the regulatory ‘no-objection’ process. Nonetheless such observer status should not imply 

that the regulator has ceded their right to approve the PPA. 

 
Source: Power sector reform and regulation in Africa. 
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Appendix 2: Analysis of Energy Bills   

A summary of the reviewed energy bills is shown in table 10 below. The compiled energy and 

demand use made it easy to compare energy use and cost from April 2011 to June 2012. 

However there was price changed in June 2012 from $ 17.754 to $ 18.85 for demand/kW and $ 

0.01532 to $ 0.0160 for energy/kWh, hence the high value for both energy and demand for June 

2012. However during the time of writing this paper, the power company and KCM were in 

talks to increase the price to 23.572 $/kW for Demand and 0.02035 $/kWh for energy following 

the proposal by ZESCO to increase the tariffs by 30% to the Energy Regulation Board. 

Table 10: Reviewed energy bills from April 2011 to June 2012 
Month MD (MW) MD costUSD Energy(kWh) Energy Cost(USD) 

April 88.12 1,564,429.22 56,272,105.00 862,088.62 

May 84.86 1,506,533.42 56,272,105.00 862,088.62 

June 89.08 1,581,508.57 57,781,681.00 885,215.35 
July 87.69 1,556,759.49 57,706,734.00 884,067.16 

August 84.28 1,496,342.63 54,666,077.00 837,484.30 

September 87.47 1,552,906.87 52,487,869.00 804,114.15 

October 87.87 1,560,097.22 54,015,356.00 827,515.25 

November 79.61 1,413,395.54 50,821,025.00 778,578.10 

December 88.71 1,574,975.09 54,641,866.00 837,113.39 

January 89.05 1,581,064.72 48,671,387.00 745,645.65 

February 97.69 1,734,459.28 54,115,601.00 829,051.01 

March 99.84 1,772,559.36 58,426,786.00 895,098.36 

April 94.66 1,680,611.39 61,715,051.00 945,474.58 

May 97 1,828,450.00 59,242,100.00 907,588.97 

June 103.01 1,941,681.95 65,549,249.00 1,048,787.99 

Average/month 90.6 1,623,051.65 56,158,999.47 863,327.43 

Total/April 2011-June 2012 24,345,774.75 842,384,992.00 12,949,911.50 

Total cost with VAT @ 16% 28,241,098.71   15,021,897.34 
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The figures used for the analysis in this paper are based only on the 2011 financial year from 

April 2011 to March 2012. The annual costs were; Demand about $ 22 million, energy about $ 

12 million. The months April 12 - June 12 are just used to help with the current trend and 

provide a basis of what is expected at the end of the 2012 financial year.  
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Appendix 3: Unit Processes 

The energy readings obtained from energy meters were for a period of six days from 1st June to 

6th June and these were used as the basis for the study. The average for each process was taken 

as an assumption for the daily energy use throughout the year. The readings were manually 

done but some meters gave low values because of wrong connections. 

I. Support processes 

The support processes were divided as discussed in chapter 3 of the report; pumping, 

ventilation; office and mine ventilation, refurbishing, Compressed air, and lighting. 

The operating days for the support processes were 365 with 3 shifts, except for refurbishing 

which had 313 days as it had 2 shifts across 6 days in a week.  

a. Compressed air 

The compressors run continuously yearly and as such the days of operations are 365 days as 

discussed. Table 11 shows the average energy use calculated per day for this process. 

Table 11: Readings of the energy meters for the period of six days at the compressor switchgear 
S/No.	   Switchgear	   01-‐Jul	   02-‐Jul	   03-‐Jul	   04-‐Jul	   05-‐Jul	   06-‐Jul	   Average	  

1	   COMP	  1	   63877	   41491	   59230	   58888	   45819	   46482	   52631	  
2	   COMP	  2	   15129	   22571	   8706	   0	   0	   37258	   13944	  
3	   COMP	  3	   0	   0	   0	   0	   4069	   23292	   4560	  
4	   COMP	  4	   61571	   34226	   55442	   53520	   42362	   11952	   43179	  
5	   COMP	  5	   22932	   6315	   17713	   19964	   14309	   9670	   15150	  
6	   COMP	  6	   150889	   96324	   136925	   136965	   106999	   108700	   122800	  
7	   COMP	  7	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
8	   AUX	  TX1	   5008	   3361	   4308	   4346	   3320	   4152	   4082	  
9	   AUX	  TX2	   6754	   4833	   6195	   6675	   5298	   5248	   5834	  

 TOTAL  326160 209121 288519 280357 222176 246754 262181 
 
The average daily energy use = 262181 kWh 

The annual energy use = 262181 x 365 = 95,696,065 kWh 

Therefore the annual energy use was about 96 GWh 
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b. Ventilation  

The ventilation system was divided into two systems, mine ventilation and the office 

ventilation. Mine ventilation has continuous operations with 365 operating days and the office 

ventilation was dependent on departmental operations. Offices in support department have 

operating days of 6 days with 8-16 hours of operations. The conventional air conditioning 

systems are used for all ventilation purposes with split air conditioning systems and window fit 

units dominating the offices. During the analysis of this study the operating hours for office 

ventilation was taken as 12 hours/day and 5 days in a week. Table 12 shows the energy 

calculated for this process. 

Annual office operating hours= 12 x 5 x 52 = 3120 hours 

Table 12: Calculations of energy use on office ventilation 

Type Number Rating Power (kW) Operation hrs Energy (kWh) 
Window fit 394 2.5 985 3120 3073200 
Split Air-cons  463 3 1389 3120 4333680 
Industrial Air-cons 6 13.2 79.2 8760 693792 
Total 863 18.7 2453.2 15000 8100672 

 
The annual energy use was about 8 GWh 

Mine Ventilation is operated continuously yearly and the energy was read from the energy 

meters. The operating days were 365 days/year. Table 13 shows the average energy use 

calculated per day for this process. 

Table 13: Mine ventilation energy reading distribution for the 6 days 

S/No. Switchgear 1-Jul 2-Jul 3-Jul 4-Jul 5-Jul 6-Jul Average 

1 FEEDER NO. 1 FAN 20200 18000 17600 14700 18800 18400 17950 
2 FEEDER NO. 2 FAN 35800 31800 31200 26100 33600 32700 31867 

  TOTAL-UG VENT 56000 49800 48800 40800 52400 51100 49817 
 
The average daily energy use = 49817 kWh 

The annual energy use = 49817 x 365 = 18,183,205 kWh 

Therefore the annual energy use was about 18 GWh/yr 

The Total Ventilation = Mine Ventilation+ Office ventilation = 18 + 8 = 26 GWh/yr 
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c. Pumping 

Pumping is the support process that has three functions at Nchanga mine; underground 

dewatering at UG mining, open pit dewatering and water pumping for both industrial and 

domestic use via Kafue pump station. All pumping are continuous operations with 365 days of 

operation. 

i. UG Pumping 
Table 14: Energy readings of UG Pumping for six days 

S/No.	   Switchgear	   1-‐Jul	   2-‐Jul	   3-‐Jul	   4-‐Jul	   5-‐Jul	   6-‐Jul	   Average	  
1	   FEEDER-‐970	  	  	  1	   38481	   27412	   35634	   34537	   29102	   29501	   32445	  
2	   FEEDER-‐970	  	  	  2	   22226	   15620	   19330	   17879	   18242	   18557	   18642	  
3	   FEEDER-‐2800	  	  1	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
4	   FEEDER-‐2800	  	  2	   19037	   18275	   24524	   23809	   18146	   17965	   20293	  
5	   FEEDER-‐1600	  	  1	   48222	   47062	   62287	   60627	   46320	   45906	   51737	  
6	   FEEDER-‐1600	  	  2	   1732	   765	   1153	   6552	   5530	   4294	   3338	  
7	   FEEDER-‐2800	  	  3	   47731	   46636	   61636	   60030	   45824	   45414	   51212	  
8	   FEEDER-‐2800	  	  4	   46614	   45337	   60000	   58451	   44645	   44234	   49880	  
9	   FEEDER-‐2800	  	  5	   46594	   45284	   59930	   58481	   44463	   44117	   49811	  

TOTAL-‐	  UG	  PUMPING	   270637	   246391	   324494	   320366	   252272	   249988	   277358	  
 
The average daily energy use = 277358 kWh/day 

The annual energy use = 277358 x 365 = 101235670 kWh/yr 

Therefore the annual energy use was about 101 GWh/yr 

ii. OP pumping 
Table 15: Energy meter readings for OP pumping over six days 

S/No.	   Switchgear	   1-‐Jul	   2-‐Jul	   3-‐Jul	   4-‐Jul	   5-‐Jul	   6-‐Jul	   Average	  

1	   Pumps	   57600	   19200	   28800	   28800	   57600	   38400	   38400	  
	  	   Total	   57600	   19200	   28800	   28800	   57600	   38400	   38400	  

 
The average daily energy use = 38400 kWh 

The annual energy use = 38400 x 365 = 14016000 kWh/yr 

Therefore the annual energy use was about 14 GWh/yr 
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iii. Kafue pump station 
Table 16: Energy meter readings of Kafue pump station 
S/No.	   Switchgear	   1-‐Jul	   2-‐Jul	   3-‐Jul	   4-‐Jul	   5-‐Jul	   6-‐Jul	   Average	  

1	   Board	  1	   65000	   65000	   65000	   65000	   57600	   38400	   59333	  
2	   board	  2	   0	   0	   0	   	  	   0	   0	   0	  
TOTAL	  -‐	  KAFUE	   65000	   65000	   65000	   65000	   57600	   38400	   59333	  

 
The average daily energy use = 59333 kWh/day 

The annual energy use = 59333 x 365 = 21656545 kWh/yr 

Therefore the annual energy use was about 22 GWh/y 

The total energy use for pumping = 101 + 14 + 22 = 137 GWh/yr 

This gives a monthly average of about 11.4 GWh 

d. Refurbishing/fabrication 

Table 17: Energy meter readings of the switchgears feeding workshops for refurbishing 
S/No.	   Switchgear	   1-‐Jul	   2-‐Jul	   3-‐Jul	   4-‐Jul	   5-‐Jul	   6-‐Jul	   average	  

1	   REWIND	  SHOP	   1529	   872	   1105	   1254	   2075	   1446	   1380	  
2	   WORKSHOP	   2364.4	   1970.7	   1983.7	   2043.6	   2561.5	   2573.1	   2250	  

TOTAL	  	   	  	   3893.4	   2842.7	   3088.7	   3297.6	   4636.5	   4019.1	   3630	  
 
The average daily energy use = 3630 kWh/day 

The annual energy use = 3630 x 313 = 1136190 kWh/yr 

Therefore the annual energy use was about 1 GWh/yr 

e. Lighting 

The lighting system at Nchanga is common almost in all production departments except for 

underground that has the lighting hours of 8760 hours per year. The remaining departments has 

the lighting hours of about 13 hours but the photo cells are not in operation or the lights are left 

on even during the day this makes operation hours to be 8760 hours. Table 18 below shows the 

calculations obtained on lighting. The fluorescent are used in office areas for corridors and in 

offices with the common ones been the 58 W, 5 foot twin tube fittings. The lights are left on 
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during the day in some places and thus the approximation of having lights operating for 16 

hours per day was taken, giving the annual hours of operation to be 5840 hours. 

Table 18: Calculations of energy use on lighting 

Type of lamps Quantity Rating W Power kW Energy kWh Operating hrs 
MV	  Lamps	   850	   400	   340	   2978400	   8760	  
SV	  lamps	   400	   400	   160	   1401600	   8760	  

Energy	  Savers	   350	   200	   70	   613200	   8760	  
I.	  lamps	  (UG)	   3500	   100	   350	   3066000	   8760	  

F-‐Tube-‐5	  ft	  (UG)	   400	   58	   23.2	   203232	   8760	  
S.	  Lights	  (SV)	   200	   125	   25	   219000	   8760	  
F-‐Tube	  -‐8	  ft	   114	   70	   7.98	   46603.2	   5840	  
F-‐Tube	  -‐5	  ft	   2500	   58	   145	   846800	   5840	  
F-‐Tube	  -‐4	  ft	   375	   36	   13.5	   78840	   5840	  
F-‐Tube	  -‐2	  ft	   4	   36	   0.144	   840.96	   5840	  

Total 8693 1483 1134.824 9454516.16   
 
The annual energy use on lighting is about 9.5 GWh 
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II. Production processes 

The production processes were divided as discussed in chapter three. The operating days for all 

processes were 365 since they are continuous operations. The energy readings for six days were 

used to come up with an average daily energy use. The following is a breakdown of each 

process. 

a. Leaching process 

Table 19. Energy meter readings for the leaching process across six days   

S/No.	   Switchgear	   1-‐Jul	   2-‐Jul	   3-‐Jul	   4-‐Jul	   5-‐Jul	   6-‐Jul	   Average	  
MAIN	  PLANT	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1	   TLP	  FILTER	  NO	  1	   121801	   93887	   77661	   120528	   132906	   131097	   112980	  
2	   MUNTIMPA	  NO1	   85039	   86637	   80512	   84984	   87268	   71239	   82613	  
3	   MUNTIMPA	  NO2	   1	   0	   2	   1	   2	   0	   1	  
4	   MIMBULA	   38765	   46732	   39915	   41090	   44279	   39111	   41649	  
5	   FITULA	   23367	   21370	   14393	   5786	   19153	   19770	   17307	  
6	   TLP	  FILTER	  NO	  2	   38158	   23871	   18712	   24703	   26104	   32915	   27411	  
7	   SX	  	   45151	   40219	   35257	   42999	   46491	   40948	   41844	  
8	   MAIN	  TLP	   5748	   7755	   6132	   5258	   8490	   7828	   6869	  
9	   KAMANA	   10628	   12000	   10285	   10735	   10335	   10339	   10720	  

	  	   SUBTOTAL	   368658	   352282	   282869	   336084	   375028	   353247	   344695	  
TD2	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

1	   TD2	  FEEDER	  1	  	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
2	   TD2	  FEEDER	  2	  	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
	  	   SUBTOTAL-‐	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  

TANK	  HOUSE	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
1	   RECTIFIER	  P1C	   7363	   64900	   64900	   64900	   64900	   64900	   55311	  
2	   RECTIFIER	  P2A	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
3	   RECTIFIER	  P2B	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
4	   RECTIFIER	  P2A	   485	   303	   46	   9	   107	   98	   175	  
5	   RECTIFIER	  P3B	   5190	   5677	   4572	   5003	   5234	   4516	   5032	  
6	   RECTIFIER	  P1B	   8437	   8568	   11999	   12899	   10482	   10586	   10495	  
7	   NTH	  AUX	  TX1	   4895	   4940	   4604	   4765	   5209	   4441	   4809	  
8	   NTH	  AUX	  TX2	   4870	   5037	   4812	   4973	   5349	   4421	   4910	  
9	   OTH	  AUX	  TX	  1	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
10	   OTH	  AUX	  TX	  2	   2740	   2605	   2941	   2941	   3314	   2621	   2860	  

	  	  
SUBTOTAL-‐TANK	  
HOUSE	   33980	   92030	   93874	   95490	   94595	   91583	   83592	  

TLP	  TOTAL	   402638	   444312	   376743	   431574	   469623	   444830	   428287	  
 
The average daily energy use = 428287 kWh/day 
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The annual energy use = 428287 x 365 = 156324755 kWh/yr 

Therefore the annual energy use was about 156 GWh/yr 

b. Ore extraction process  

Table 20: Energy meter readings for concentrate extraction process	  
S/No.	   Switchgear	   1-‐Jul	   2-‐Jul	   3-‐Jul	   4-‐Jul	   5-‐Jul	   6-‐Jul	   Average	  

CONCE-‐	  OLD-‐WEST	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
1	   CONC-‐NORTH	  NO	  2	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
2	   CONCE-‐	  SOUTH	  NO1	   91800	   72800	   86100	   69700	   77900	   61300	   76600	  
3	   CONCE-‐SOUTH	  NO2	   94500	   74100	   88600	   71600	   80400	   63600	   78800	  
4	   SUB	  TOTAL	   186300	   146900	   174700	   141300	   158300	   124900	   155400	  
	  	   CONCE-‐	  OLD	  EAST	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
1	   EAST	  MILL	  NO1	   37600	   51700	   59500	   35400	   35200	   24400	   40633	  
2	   EAST	  MILL	  NO2	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
3	   EAST	  MILL	  NO3	   77661	   63915	   74645	   71651	   72715	   50146	   68456	  
4	   SUB	  TOTAL	   115261	   115615	   134145	   107051	   107915	   74546	   109089	  

CONCENTRATOR-‐	  NEW-‐EAST	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
1	   NEW	  EAST	  1	   0	   	  	   	  	   	  	   0	   0	   0	  
2	   NEW	  EAST	  2	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   0	   0	   0	  
3	   NEW	  WEST	  3	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   119642	   70998	   95320	  
4	   NEW	  WEST	  4	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   116577	   68606	   92591	  
5	   SUB	  TOTAL	   0	   0	   0	   0	   236219	   139603	   62637	  
6	   S.	  MILL	  MOTOR	  NO1	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   81577	   34345	   57961	  
7	   B.	  MOTOR	  NO1	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   60243	   31417	   45830	  
8	   B.	  MOTOR	  NO2	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   61065	   31851	   46458	  
9	   SUB	  TOTAL	   0	   0	   0	   0	   202885	   97613	   50083	  
10	   AUXILLIARY	   0	   0	   0	   0	   33334	   41990	   12554	  
	  	   N.	  EAST	  SUB-‐TOTAL	   0	   0	   0	   0	   439103	   237216	   112720	  

TOTAL	  CONCENTRATOR	   301561	   262515	   308845	   248351	   705318	   436662	   377209	  
 
The average daily energy use = 377209 kWh/day 

The annual energy use = 377209 x 365 = 137681285 MWh/yr 

Therefore the annual energy use was about 138 GWh/yr 
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c. UG mining 

Table 21: Energy meter readings of UG mining processes 

S/No.	   Switchgear	   1-‐Jul	   2-‐Jul	   3-‐Jul	   4-‐Jul	   5-‐Jul	   6-‐Jul	   Average	  

1	   FEEDER	  NO.	  1	  FAN	   20200	   18000	   17600	   14700	   18800	   18400	   17950	  
2	   NO.	  1	  TX	  FEEDER	   400	   400	   400	   500	   500	   300	   417	  
3	   NO.	  2	  TX	  FEEDER	   13700	   11400	   8500	   8700	   10200	   8600	   10183	  
4	   NO.	  3	  TX	  FEEDER	   13800	   11600	   11600	   8600	   10300	   8700	   10767	  
5	   NO.	  4	  TX	  FEEDER	   20600	   18600	   16600	   13100	   13300	   14000	   16033	  
6	   FEEDER	  NO.	  2	  FAN	   35800	   31800	   31200	   26100	   33600	   32700	   31867	  

	  	   TOTAL-‐UG	  	   104500	   91800	   85900	   71700	   86700	   82700	   87217	  
 
The average daily energy use = 87217 kWh/day 

Average energy use per year = 87217 x 365 = 31834.21 MWh/yr 

Therefore the annual energy use was about 32 GWh/yr 

d. OP mining 

Table 22: Energy meter readings of OP mining processes 

S/No.	   Switchgear	   1-‐Jul	   2-‐Jul	   3-‐Jul	   4-‐Jul	   5-‐Jul	   6-‐Jul	   Average	  
1	   SOUTH	  BANK	  NOP	   55625	   39173	   55281	   49608	   52867	   43977	   49422	  
2	   NEW	  PIT	  RIM	   653	   537	   0	   1907	   1396	   674	   861	  
3	   NOP	  RING	   36204	   43936	   49507	   40852	   19469	   23308	   35546	  

	  	   TOTAL	  NOP	   92482	   83646	   104788	   92367	   73732	   67959	   85829	  
 
The average daily energy use = 85829 kWh/day 

Average energy use per year = 85829 x 365 = 31327.59 MWh/yr 

Therefore the annual energy use was about 31 GWh/yr 
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Appendix four: Measures 

a. Office Ventilation 

The climatic of Zambia is 80% a plateau and it’s located between 1000 and 1300 m above sea 

level. The plateau influences the temperatures making it have lower and pleasant temperatures 

for much of the year. Chingola is located in the Copperbelt and the temperature of Ndola city is 

similar to Chingola so its climatic conditions were taken as that for Chingola. The annual 

average maximum temperature of Chingola is about 27 oC and the average minimum 

temperature is about 13 oC. The annual average temperature is about 20 oC. Table 23 shows the 

year temperature range per season.  

Table 23: Temperature distribution of Chingola per season 
Months Season Temperature Range oC 

May-August Cool and Dry 6 - 26 
September-October Hot and Dry 17 - 35 

November-April Rainy 14 - 30 
 
This information shows that little office ventilation is required since the temperatures are not in 

extremes. The months June to August needs an average of only 4 hours of heating at night and 

for the other periods only 2 hours of cooling from 2 PM to 4 PM. Since Zambia has cool nights, 

heating office ventilation can only be used at night during cold season; June and July, and the 

other months will not be used, this will result in an annual night ventilation of 244 hours. The 

daytime office ventilation can be used for 2 hours every day from 2 PM (time when daily 

maximum temperatures are reached) to 4 PM (time when temperatures begin to normalize) with 

other hours using natural ventilation were people can open windows. Thus during day time the 

annual ventilation use would be about 728 hours, giving a total of about of 972 hours/year. 

Industrial ventilation (Ventilation for servers) can be used during the day from 08:00 hours to 

24:00 hours when temperatures are high and at night the average temperatures are low with a 

range between 12 oC to 17 oC, natural ventilation can be utilized during this time. This results in 

annual operating hours of about 5840 hours. Table 24 shows the hours calculated and the 

resulting energy use.  
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Table 24: Implementing new operational hours will reduce the energy use to the calculations shown 

Type Number Rating Power (kW) Operation hrs. Energy 
(kWh) 

Window fit 394 2.5 985 972 957420 
Split Air-cons  463 3 1389 972 1350108 
Industrial Air-cons 6 13.2 79.2 5840 462528 
Total 863 18.7 2453.2 7784 2770056 

 
When this is implemented the annual energy use would reduce to about 3 GWh resulting in a 

saving of about 5 GWh. 

b. Pumping 

When the sump gets filled the pump is switched on and when it gets below a certain level to 

avoid pump cavitation it is switched off so that the water level builds up again. Figure 14 below 

shows the pumping flow diagram at UG. 

Sump:5000(m3(

Se+ler(:(5000(m3(((

Water from higher levels and surface  

Sump:1136(m3(

Se+ler(:(2385(m3(((

2800 pump chamber 
Pump: 5 x 3 MW 
Capacity: 5 x 854 m3/hr 
Current pumping rate: 675 m3/hr 

1600 pump chamber 
Pump: 1870 kW 
Capacity: 922 m3/hr 
Current pumping rate: 822 m3/hr 

A" B" C"

2720 Drain Drive 
Inflow:1542 m3/hr 

D"

Water to Surface 
: Rain season: 5019 m3/hr 
: Dry season: 4197 m3/hr 
 

A (level 3100 ) B(level 2720 ) C(level 2870 ) D(level 3050 ) 

2 pumps running 2 pumps running 1 pumps running 1 pumps running 
Rate: 475 kW Rate: 55 kW Rate: 150 kW Rate: 150 kW 
pumping rate:  

750 m3/hr 
pumping rate:  

52 m3/hr 
pumping rate:  

50 m3/hr 
pumping rate:  

50 m3/hr 

EMERGENCY"CAPACITIES(
10503SETTLERS""75,000"GALLONS(
SUMPS"250,000"GALLONS(
((
21503SETTLERS""375,000"GALLONS(
SUMPS"350,000"GALLONS(
 

 
Figure 14: Pumping flow diagram of UG pumping process with installed capacities 
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At 2800, the sump flow rates are about; inflow = 3196 m3/hr and the outflow = 3375 m3/hr. 

This is not balanced, as there is a difference of about 180 m3/hr. When the fifth pump is in 

operation the sump would be emptied in; 

Time of pumping the water out of the sump = Sump capacity/ difference in pumping flow rate  

          = 5000/180 = 28 hours  

When is switched off, the sump inflow is higher than the outflow by 496 m3/hr, with the 

outflow rate reducing to 2700 m3/hr (each pump has the capacity of 675 m3/hr and only 4 are 

running). To avoid cavitation, the water in the sump should not be finished and under ideal 

conditions it should be at the same level during all pumping operation (the sump inflow rate = 

outflow rate). 

Looking at the capacity of running 4 pumps, if the fifth pump is introduced it runs for about 

18hours, after which the pump is switch off for about 6 hours, and the process is repeated. This 

is the situation on the ground although these hours used here are assumptions based on optimal 

operations with minimal costs according to the capacities. However, the on/off hours depend on 

the operator’s judgment and hence the pump is manually switched on/off depending on the 

volume or level of water in the sump to avoid overflow and cavitation. Table 25 shows the 

operating hours and the resulting volume of the sample after the operating hours. 

Table 25: Operations of fifth pump and resulting water volume in the sump 

Pump Status Hours Extra flow rate into sump Volume pumped Volume of Sump 

On 18 -180 -3240 1760 
Off 6 496 2976 4736 

 
Where; 
Extra flow rate = Flow into Sump – flow out of sump…the negative value indicates that the 
flow out of sump is higher than the flow into the sump and vice versa.  
 
Volume pumped = extra flow rate x status hours… the negative value indicates the volume 
pumped out of the sump and the positive shows the volume introduced into the sump. 
 
Volume of sump = volume of the sump after the given status hours of the pump. Note that the 

sump volume is 5000 m3. 
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 This condition of operation makes it flexible for MD control as the energy team makes this 

pump a less priority load and when MD figures are getting beyond the agreed monthly value the 

pump is switched off to reduce on the overall load. Thus the pump has an MD of 3 MW, and 

the energy use is; 

Energy = hours of operation x power = 3000 x 18 x 365 = 19710000 kWh = 20 GWh/yr 

Basing it on the rating the pump uses about 20 GWh/yr, the value is much less since it’s not 

always running at full load.  

C. Power Factor Correction 

The total power supplied by CEC to KCM is given by a formula below; 

S = P + jQ 

Where; S = Apparent Power (kVA), Q = Reactive Power (kVAr) and P = Active Power (kW)  

kVA is the total power supplied, kVAr is the reactive power in the system, these are just losses 

inform of heat and are dependent on the power factor of the system and kW is the active power 

that the system actually uses. 

The contract with CEC and the policy in Zambia is that the utility company is only charged for 

the active power they use and not for the losses their system brings due to poor power factor. 

Thus the energy bill does include penalties for poor power factors. This has an implication on 

the power company of supplying more power than needed if the system has poor power factor, 

and for the utility company, the more poor the power factor of their system the less they pay for 

the energy they use compared to what is supplied. This is justified as shown below; 

P = p.f x S 

kW = p.f  x kVA    

Where p.f is power factor = cos  this ranges from 0-1 and if the load is capacitive the range 

goes beyond 1.  is the angle between the voltage and the current. For a perfect situation the 

power factor should be unit ( ), this means there is no reactive power. Hence kW = kVA. 

Meaning the power supplied is equal to the active power used by the company. However if the 
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power factor is less than one the value of kW will be less than kVA. This is a burden to the 

power company not the utility company. However to control this power company charges 

highly about 1178 times the energy charges. This has implications that if the power factor of the 

system is poor then the demand will be high, since demand is dependent on what is supplied. 

Thus, the poor the power factor the higher the demand compared to the useful demand required. 

Figure 15 shows the power triangle, the apparent power is the demand that the company pays 

for, while the active power is the actual power that the equipment’s uses and the reactive power 

is the losses incurred in the system.   
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Cos θ = p.f !

 
Figure 15: The power triangle showing the relationship of electrical power and the lagging power 

factor 
The company annual energy use obtained from the invoices was 655,878,592 GWh/yr at the 

cost (inclusive of TAX) of  $ 11,655,749.55 (USD). This translates to an annual energy charge 

of: 

Annual energy charge per kWh = 655,878,592/11,655,749.55 = 0.01777  $/kWh 

The average annual maximum demand obtained from the energy bill was 88 689.17 kW, but the 

useful (active) demand obtained was;  

Annual Active Demand = Annual Energy / time 

      = 655,878,592 / 8 760 

      = 74 871.99 kW 

From this we see that the average annual demand (active power) used was 74 871.99 kW 

compared to the supplied Demand of 88 689.17 kW. These two figures can help determine the 

power factor of the system that is obtained as; 
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Power factor = Active power / supplied power = 74871.99/88 689.17 = 0.844	  

This value of power factor is almost that which was mentioned in section 4.1.3 from CEC 

personal communication that the system had an overall power factor of about 0.82. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


